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Abstract. Thrs paper develops a transformational paradrgm by which nonnumertcal algorrthms 
are treated as fixed pomt computatrons derived from very htgh level problem specrficatrons We 
begin by presenting an abstract functronal problem specrficatron language SQ’, which 1s shown 
to express any partial recursive function m a fixed pomt normal form Next, we gtce a nondeter- 
muusttc Iterative schema that rn the case of finite rterdtton generalizes the “chaotrc rteratton” of 
Cousot and Cousot for computmg fixed points of monotone functrons effictently New techniques 
are discussed for recomputmg fixed points of dtstrtbutrve functtons effictently Numerous examples 
Illustrate how these techmques for computmg and recomputmg fixed pomts can be mcorporated 
wrthm a transformatronal programming methodology to facilitate the desrgn and venficatron of 
nonnumerrcal algorrthms 
1. Introduction 
In a recent survey article [25] Martin Feather has said that the current state of 
the art of program transformations is still some distance from its ambitious goals-to 
dramattcally improve the construction, reliability, maintenance, and extensibility of 
software. Our paper represents an attempt towards achievmg these goals 
Algorithms often follow the same pattern: find an untial approxtmation of the 
solution, and then repeatedly modify the approximation until it becomes the solution. 
We investigate a class of such algorithms that are all instances of a general nondeter- 
ministic iterative algorithm schema for computing least or greatest fixed pomts of 
computable functtons. 
Various fixed point theorems due to Tarski [75], Kleene [45], Cousot and Cousot 
[18], and others [8] have been applied by Scott to program semantics [69], have 
been used by Cocke and Schwartz [13], Kildall [44], Tenenbaum [77], and others 
[36,42, 16,67,43, 743 to specify and implement global program analysis problems, 
are important to program verification [16, 17, 20, 231, arise in complexity theory 
* Part of this work was done whtle Patge was at a summer faculty at IBM Yorktown and while both 
authors were at Rutgers Umverstty. Thus work IS also partly based upon research supported by the Ofice 
of Naval Research under Contract No N00014-87-K-0461 and by Thomson-CSF/DSE under an ESPRIT 
contract 
0167-6423/89/S3 50 @ 1989, Elsevrer Science Pubhshers B V (North-Holland) 
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[79, 39,40, 33, 35, 591, and are used to support high level program transformations 
[2, 29, 7, 49, 62, 53, 56, 11, 54, 70, 60, 81, 511 
We are further encouraged by the following facts 
- Any set generated by mducttve definitions can also be defined as the least fixed 
pomt of a monotone function [l] 
- Wlthout a fixed point operator, a first order language on fimte structures cannot 
express transitive closure [2] 
- The language of Relational Calculus [14] over a totally ordered finite domam 
plus least fixed points of monotone operators precisely expresses all queries 
computable in polynomial time (m the size of the domatn) on a Turmg machme 
r39,791 
These facts suggest that one reasonable approach to program synthesis is to 
specify a problem in a least or greatest fixed point normal form, and then apply 
various subsequent transformations to compile this normal form mto an efficiently 
executable program. Preliminary Ideas that support this approach are embodied in 
a working three-phase prototype compller that automatically translates abstract 
problem specifications mto efficient RAM code [53,56] This compiler, which was 
Implemented by Patge within the RAPTS transformational programming system, 
hds been used to generate many efficient programs of moderate complexity from 
succinct problem statements, e g , graph reachabllity, cycle detection, live code 
anaiysls, and attribute closure 
The current version of RAPTS can manipulate problem specifications of the form, 
the F w c s 1 s = f(s) minimizing s (1) 
which stands for the smallest set s (with respect to set contamment) that contains 
MY and satisfies the equation s =f(s) RAPTS can also manipulate the dual form 
the s s E w 1 s = f( r) maximizing s 
In the first phase of compilation, the system solves these set theoretic equations 
by transforming them mto programs that compute least or greatest fixed pomts 
These transformations Introduce a mmlmal form of algorithmic strategy. In the 
second phase of compilation, the system uses a generalized finite dlfferencing 
technique to Introduce access paths and basic mvarlants that sep’e to implement 
the strategy efficiently [57,52,55] In the final phase, the low level set-based program 
that results from the preceding transformations is compl!ed i?rto conve+ona! code. 
Elaboration of the three-step automatic programming scheme just sketched is found 
lrI [56] 
This article makes the following contributions: 
- A very high level functional problem specification language SQ’ is presented. 
This language contams conventtonal expresslons over boolean and integer 
datatypes, mathematical dictions found m finite set theory, and least and greatest 
fixed pomt expressions. We prove that a subset of SQ’ with operatlonal semantics 
can express all partially recursive functions 
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- A new nondeterministic algorithm schema for computmg least and greatest fixed 
points of monotone functions is given. Thrs schema generalizes the “chaotic 
tteration” found in Ktldall [44], Tenenbaum [77], and Cousot and Cousot [17] 
(restricted to finite iteration), so that tt can be adapted m a wider range of contexts 
to synthesize efficient algorithms and to provide succmct transformattonal correct- 
ness proofs. Based on a latttce theoretic notton of abstract datatype, our fixed 
pomt transformations can be applied to a dtverse assortment of abstract functions 
and datatypes. 
- Broad sufficient condttions are stated for when specification (1) can be rewrnten 
m the following equivalent way, 
the s. s = w uf( s) minimizing s (2) 
in order to facilitate the mechanical development of regularized iterative pro- 
cedures wtth greatly simphfied preprocessing operations. The code that results 
from (2) could be as short as half of that resulting from (1). 
- Condrttons are gtven for when the following least fixed point 
the s: w c s 1 s =f( s, t) minimizing s 
can be recomputed incrementally when either of the parameters w or t increases. 
- When f is distributive (i.e., Vs, I If( s u t) =f(s) uf( f)), the followmg least fixed 
point 
the s: w E s 1 s =f( s) minimizing s 
can be recomputed efficiently when w increases or decreases 
- New techniques are presented for solvmg the lattice theorettc system of equations 
the x,, . ,x,. 
Xl =.fl(x,, * - * , x,,), 
. . 
& =_Mx,, * * 9 Al) 
minimizing xl, . . . , x, 
efficiently. 
- Our use of fixed point theory IS shown to uncover new basic principles of software 
engineering for combining problem specifications and solving them slmul- 
taneously using a small number of “passes”. 
Other researchers [7,62,49] have employed fixed point transformations applied 
to general recursion equations. However, thetr transformations seem less amenable 
to full mechanization than ours, and they foster a syntactic bias towards a depth-first 
or breadth-first search implementation. 
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Before stating our new results, tt IS worthwhile gtvmg the reader a broader 
perspective by stepping through the three-phase RAPTS problem specification 
compiler using a sample case study. (A fuller dtscussion can be found m [56] ) 
Example 1 (Graph reachabthty). Consider the problem of finding the set of verttces 
s reachable along paths m a directed graph from an arbttrary set of vertices w We 
represent the graph by a finite set of edges e (without multt-edges), where each 
edge 1s a patr of vertices. It is convement to regard e as a multt-valued mapping, 
so that for each vertex x, the term e{x} denotes the set of vertices (called the 
successor or adjacent vertices of x) reachable from x along a single edge We also 
use the image set notation e[s] to mean U,E,e(x}. 
The user can formally define the reachabtlity problem usmg the following 
specificatton 
the s w E P 1 e[ s] c s minimizing s (3) 
whtch represents the smallest set s that contams w and satisfies the predicate e[s] E s 
The predicate w G s appearmg in spectficatton (3) sigmfies that the solution set s 
mcludes all paths of length 0. The clause e[s] c s means that the solutton cannot 
be extended further The restrtctton to a minimum solution satisfying these two 
predicates takes connecttvtty mto account Without this restrtctton the entire set of 
vertices would be a solutton. 
RAPTS ~111 first transform problem specrfication (3) mto the following equational 
form 
the s. w G s 1 s = s u e[s] minimizing s (4) 
whtch stands for the least fixed point of the expression s u e[s] in the space of all 
sets contammg w Next, accordmg to the theory to be discussed, the fixed pornt p 
can be computed by executmg the followmg procedure 
p = w $Asslgn n’ to p 
(while 3x E (e[ p] -p)) $Repeatedly augment p 
P =pu{xl $wlth a vertex adjacent 
end St0 p. 
(5) 
Further Improvement m the performance of code (5) can be achteved by applying 
fimte dtfferencmg [57,55] and data structure selection [21,65,56]. Fume differencing 
ehmmates a major source of tneffictency wtthm (5)-the repeated calculation of 
e[ p] -p at the top of the while-loop Thts IS achteved by preservmg and exploiting 
the mvartant 
new = e[ p] -p 
wtthm the while-loop 
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Automatic data structure selection will subsequently aggregate the program vari- 
ables e, p, and new around the set of graph vertices That is, we store an array b of 
records, one record for each node x in the graph. Each record in b contains a node 
x, a pointer to the set of adjacent nodes e(x), and a bit denoting whether x belongs 
to p or not. For each node x, e{x> is represented as an array of pomters to records 
in b associated wtth nodes adjacent to x Variable new is represented as a queue of 
pointers to records belonging to b. The resulting program has a worst case time 
linear in the number of edges; its worst case auxiliary space IS linear in the number 
of vertices. Cl 
This paper is structured in the followmg way. Section 2 presents basic definitions, 
notational conventrons, and a description of the problem specification language 
SQ’. Section 3 develops basic transformations to compute fixed points of monotone 
computable functions. Section 4 describes transformations to compute fixed points 
dynamtcally. Section 5 extends earlier transformations to the problem of solving 
systems of equations Section 6 sketches an implementation design. The final section 
surveys related work and discusses open problems. 
2. Preliminaries 
We first review a few basic defimtrons and concepts of lattice theory that underlie 
our main results. Thus background material may be found m any mtroductory text 
on lattice theory, for example, Birkhoff [S] or Gratzer [30] After that we describe 
the problem specification language SQ’ to be used in illustrating transformations 
for computing and recomputmg fixed points. 
2.1. DeJimtrons 
A poset (L, S) is a reffextve, transrtrve, antisymmetric, binary relation G on a set 
L A poset (L, S) has a mrnlmal element y iff Vx E LI (x s y + x = y). A poset (L, S) 
has a minimum element 0 iff Vx E L 1 x 2 0. Maximal and maximum elements can be 
defined analogously. A chnm for a poset (L, S) is a strictly increasing or decreasing 
sequence of elemnts of L. A poset (L, S) is said to have an ascending (respecttvely 
descending) cham condition, abbreviated ACC (respectively DCC), if there are no 
infinite increasing (decreasing) chains in L. Let w G L An element a E L IS w+-finite 
tf the set {x E L 1 w s x s a} satisfies ACC Similarly, a IS w--jimte if the set {x E L 1 a G 
x s w} satisfies DCC. O+-finite is abbreviated as O-finite, and l--finite is abbreviated 
as l-finite, where we use 1 to represent the maximum element in L. Let a, b, c E L 
If a s c and b s c, then c is an upper bound for a and b. An upper bound c for a 
and b 1s said to be the least upper bound if every upper bound x for a and b IS 
greater than or equal to c. The least upper bound for a and b is also called thelorn 
of a and b and is denoted by a v b. If a v b IS defined and belongs to L for all 
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a, b E L, then (L, S) is called a horn semzlattzce. Lower bounds, greatest iower bounds 
(also called meets and denoted by A ), and meet semzlattzces are defined analogously. 
If a poset 1s both a Join and a meet semilattice, then tt IS a lattzce. Join and meet 
operattons are each commutative and associative. If T is a set, then the set P = 
{t. t G T} of all subsets of T IS the powerset of T and is denoted by pow(T). P is 
a powerset latttce under the relation E with intersection as meet, union as join, 
mnnmum element { }, and maximum element T. 
Let f T + Q be a functton from a poset ( T, G) into a poset (Q, c’) We say that 
the domazn of f is the set {x E TI (3y E Q If(x) = y)}, the range of f is the set 
{y E QI (3x E T/f(x) = y)}. Functton f is said to be pawzal if there are elements of 
T outstde its domain, otherwtse it is total Function f 1s satd to be monotorPe 
(respecttvely antzmonotone) if for every two elements x, y belongmg to rts domain 
f(x)~‘f( y) (respectively,f(x) ~‘f ( y)), whenever x c y. If posets (T, G) and (0, s’) 
are the same, then followmg Gurevtch [33], we say thatfis znflatzonary (respectively, 
deflatzonary) at x tf f(x)>x (respectivelyf(x)Cx) Function f is said to be 
mflattonary (respecttvely deflationary) tf it 1s inflationary (respectively deflationary) 
at each point m tts domain For example, function x vf(x) is inflationary for any 
function f 
Letf T + Q be a partial function from a poset ( T, G) into a poset (0, s’). Suppose 
that we can identify the elements of T and Q with umque finite strmgs over an 
alphabet. We say, mformally,’ that f IS partzally computable I~I there exists a Turing 
machme P such that for each element x in T, P terminates wtth output y =f(x) 
whenever f(x) is defined and does not terminate otherwise. Ifj” 1s total and partrally 
computable, then f is computable 
2 2 Language 
Specification language SQ’ IS essentially a functional subset of the SETL program- 
mmg language [66] augmented with fixed pornt operations. In addition to conven- 
tronal boolean and integer datatypes, SQ’ includes fimte tuples, sets, and maps, 
whtch can be nested to arbitrary depth. With a few exceptions to be descrtbed, most 
of the notations m thts language are borrowed from finite set theory [72] and 
conform to umversally accepted mathemattcal notattons. 
We make use of the overloaded stze operator #s in the following way. If s IS a 
set, then #s denotes the cardinality of s, tf s IS a tuple, it denotes the number of 
components of s The chorce operation 3s denotes an arbttrary element selected 
from the set s If s is empty, then the choice operation has the value 0, which 
denotes undefined We regard a map as a fimte set of ordered pairs that maps a 
domam set to a range set. Thus, a map can be a smgle-valued function or a 
multi-valued binary relatton The function retrieval term f(x) denotes the value of 
functton f at domam pomt x If x does not belong to the domain offor iff contains 
two or more different pans with first component value x, then f(x) IS undefined. 
’ See Rogers [64] for d more formal defimtlon of computable functrons on sets other than natural 
numbers 
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Table 1 
SQ’ expresslons 
Let 
aopc (+. -) 
ropc{s,c,=, 21, 
hop E {and, or}, 
op E {+, u, n, and, or, min. max} 
ropE(<, S, =, >, s}, 
SopE {u, -1 nl, 
mop E {min, max}, 
QEHW 
Expression Defmltlon 
domain f 
range f 
I 
2-e) 
LFP ,, (e(x), x) 
GFP ,,(e(u), u) 
Ix ix. I IEf 1 
iI7 [w, VlEfJ 
Inverse off 
y, ifJ{e}=(v) 
R (undefmed), otherwise 
(1~ [u,ylEflz4=eI 
{I’ x~%.Y~flxH 
rth component of tuple ! 
set cardlnallty 
set former 
abbrevlatlon of {x x E s 1 k(x)} 
enumerated tuple 
enumerated set 
membership test 
arbitrary chotce 
anthmetlc 
integer comparison 
set union, IntersectIon, and difference 
set comparison 
boolean and, or 
boolean negation 
mmlmum and maximum 
boolean valued quantifier (V or 3) 
eI 0~ e2 op op e,,, where e IS the set {e, , , e,,} 
or tuple [e,, , e,,], evaluates to the neutral element 
when n =0 
least fixed point 
greatest fixed point 
determlmsttc selection 
the s: w C s 1 k(s) minimizing s 
the s s s w 1 k(s) maximizing s 
where k(s) denotes an arbitrary SQ’ 
(6) 
(7) 
predicate. Specification (6) denotes the 
mlmmum element s 2 w with respect to partial ordermg 5 such that predicate k(s) 
holds Specification (7) denotes the maxlmum element s G w for which k(s) holds 
In either case, If there 1s no unique solution, then the expresslon value is undefined. 
These expressions are transformable into SQ’ whenever k(s) can be turned into 
the form s =S(s), where f(s) is an SQ’ function 
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In dealing with systems of equations it 1s somettmes converuent to use the following 
notation 
(9 thex,,. ,x,: w,s,x ,,..., w,s,x, 
Ix,=“fXx1.,...,xrl) 
. . . 
X” =_m,, * - , -%I) 
. . . . 
mmlmrzmg x, , . . . , x, 
to represent the SQ’ expression LFP,,,([f,(x), . . . ,fn(x)], x), where f;(x), I = 
1 ,* *I) n, are SQ’ functions and s is component-wise comparison (using 6, for the 
rth components, I = 1,. . . , n) of n-tuples. We also use the notation 
the x I,..., x,:x,s,w ,,..., x,s,w, 
I XI =.fdx,, - - - , X”) 
. . . 
&I =.m,, - * * , X”) 
. . . 
maximizmg x, , . . . , X” 
to stand for GFP,,,([f, (x), . . . ,fn(x)], x). If n-tuple [z,, . . , zn] is the value of 
expression (t), then any n-tuple [yr , . . . , y,,] that satisfies the n inequalities and the 
n equalities in (i) must also satisfy z, s, y,,~ = 1,. . . , n. Expression (ii) IS defined 
analogously. If there is no unique minimum (respectively maximum) n-tuple satisfy- 
tag the inequalities and equali&% * 9 (i) (respectively (ii)), then the expression is 
u *defined. 
We will sometimes employ several convenient abbreviations for SQ’ expressions 
Multi-variate function application f([x, , . . . , x,, 1) is abbrevtated f(x, , . . , x,), and 
multi-variate multi-valued map application f{[x, , . . , x,,]} is abbreviated 
fb,,.--9 x,). It is useful to abbreviate set operations su{x> and s-(x> by s with 
x and s less x, respectively. It is sometimes useful to define and apply nonrecursive 
functions (without procedure parameters) wtth call-by-name semantics. Thus, tf 
e(x) is an SQ’ expression that depends on variable x, we can define function 
f(x) = e(x), and use f as if it were a finite map, e.g., if s is a set, then we can use 
image set notationf[s] to abbreviate the set {e(x): x E s}. The following kind of set 
former 
{x E s 1 k(x) minimizing f(x)} 
can be used to abbreviate the more cumbersome SQ’ expression 
We can attempt to provide SQ’ with an operational semantics using a lower level 
imperative language containing assignment statements, conditional statements, 
while-loops, and other control structures. Assignment statements of the form x .= 
x op y can be abbreviated x op := y. Hence, set element addition 1s denoted by 
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s with = x, and element deletron is denoted by s less-= x. We use the basic control 
structure 
(for x E s) 
block(x) 
end 
to execute block for all values of x belonging to s. If P is a set, then we execute 
block for each value of x without repetttion and in any order. If s is a tuple, then 
block is executed for every component value of s from the first to the last component. 
3. Fixed point computation 
Thts section summarizes and generalizes the basic fixed point transformations 
used m the RAPTS system and the fixed pomt theory underlying them The purpose 
of these transformations is to turn functtons expressed in fixed point normal forms 
into executable programs so that their efficiency can be further improved by finite 
dtfferencmg. In the contexts to whtch they apply, the fixed point transformations 
to be discussed provide a formal basis for problem solvmg by iteration. Illustration 
of these transformations m numerous examples suggests a wide range of applicatton 
Although lacking a prectse characterization of what functions can be transformed 
mto effictent computations by these techniques, we can, at least, prove that all 
parttally computable functions can be solved as fixed point computations. The proof 
IS gtven in Appendrx A by expressmg a Turmg machine in SQ’ 
Although the theory and transformattons to be descrtbed in this sectton allow us 
to compute fixed pomts withm general posets and semilattices, it is convenient and 
useful to illustrate many apphcations with collections of sets. This is because 
(a) the set is one of the simplest and most commonly used aggregate data objects, 
(b) the compact but powerful operations of set theory can be used naturally to 
express combinatoridi aigortthms succinctly; 
(c) baste set operattons frequently sattsfy the condittons of these transformations 
(e g monotomcity); 
(d) tt IS often possible to recognize the transformational conditions automatically, 
this will be discussed later. 
For succmctness we wtll develop our theory and give transformations for least 
fixed pomts To obtain dual forms of theorems, defimttons, conditions, and transfor- 
mattons so that they apply to greatest fixed points, we need to switch LFP and GFP, 
> and < ,c and 3 ,0 and 1, v and A , ACC and DCC, inflationary and deflattonary, 
minimizing and maximizing, and wf-finite and w--finite. Explicit transformattons 
for greatest fixed points can be found in [9]. 
3 1. Baszc theory 
All of our fixed point transformattons are derived from the followmg theorem 
and corollary, which can be derived from Tarski’s more general theorem [75] or its 
constructtve reformulation due to Cousot and Cousot [18]. 
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Theorem 1 (Paige and Henglein [56]). Let (T, 5) be a poser wzth a unrque nummum 
element designated 0. Let f: T + T be a monotone computable function Then the set 
{f ‘(0): z = 0, 1, . .} zsJinzte lfl there exrsts an mteger k 5 0 such that f ‘(0) = EFP( f) 
In the reachability problem (cf. Example l), what we really need IS not the least 
fixed pomt, but the least fixed point that contains the source set w We call this a 
conditional least Jixed pomt. In general, we use the term LFP,,,(f (s), s) to denote 
the conditional least fixed point off that is greater than or equal to w. The following 
corollary extends Theorem 1 to condmonal least fixed points. 
Corollary 2. Let (T, s ) be a poser. Let f: T+ T be a monotone computable function, 
w~T,andw~f(w).Thentheset{f’(w)-~=O,l,...}isJin~te~fSLFP, ,(f)=f”(w) 
for some integer k 2 0. 
Proof. The subspace T’ = {x E T 1 x 2 w} together with relation =G form a poset with 
minimum element w. Since f maps T’ into itself, Theorem 1 applies Cl 
Since any function f, as defined in Corollary 2, must be inflationary at 0, Corollary 
2 is a generalization of Theorem 1 The inflationary condition w < f (w) m Corollary 
2 is important. Without that, the conclusion may be Incorrect, as IS shown by the 
following example 
Example 2. Consider a relation f = {[a, a], [a, b], [b, c], [c, c]j. Let w = {b, c}. Then 
LFP,,,(f[s],s) must be s={a,b,c}. ButfL(w)=(c} for any kzl. Cl 
In order to design and implement program transformations based on Corollary 
2, tt is useful to consider various properties that imply the finiteness of the set 
{f’(w): i=O,l,...}. 
Theorem 3. Let (T, s ) be a poser Let f: T + T be a monotone computable functzon, 
WET, and wSf(w). Then the set {f’(w) i=O,l,...} isjmte if any one of the 
followmg conditrons holds: 
(a) Either of the sets {x E T 1 w c x} or {x E range f 1 w s x} IS jimte. 
(b) Either of the sets {x E T 1 w s x} or {x E range f 1 w s x} sat&es ACC. 
(c) f has a w+-$nitef;xed pomt greater than or equal to w either with respect o T 
or to the poset (rangef, s ). 
(d) Theposet (T, s ) rsajomsemduttrce, andfunctionfhas theformf (x) = x v g(x), 
where the set {g(x): XE TI WSX} rs$nite. 
(e) Theposet (T, “-) ua~oinsemilatt~e,functzonfhas theformf(x)=xvg(x),g 
is monotone, and the set {g(x): x E TI w s x) satisfies ACC. 
Proof. (a), (b) and (c) are simple. (d) is true because there can be only a finite 
number of new points that result from taking joins of points in the range of g; i.e., 
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theset{f’(w):i=l,2,...}={wvg(w)v --- vg(f’-‘(w)):r=1,2,...}isfinite.For 
condition (e) monotonicity of g implies that f’(w) = w v g(f’-‘( w)), I = 1,2,. _ . 
Also by monotomcity of g and ACC property, the sequence g(f’-‘( w)), I = 1,2,. . . , 
can only form a finite ascending chain. Hence, the set {w v g(f’-‘( w)). I = 1,2, . . .} 
must be finite. Cl 
It IS interesting to note that the set {f’(w): I = 0, 1,. . .} can be finite while LFP(f) 
IS not w+-fimte. It might be the case that there is an infinite ascending chain between 
f’(w) and f’“( w) for some I 20 
Example 3 (Cycle detection). A finite directed graph e contains a cycle iff the largest 
subset s of verttces each containing a successor belonging to s is nonempty. A more 
formal specification of cycle detection is, 
(the s: s c domain(e) u range(e) 1 
(Vx E s 1 e(x) n s f { }) maximizing s) f { } (8) 
Smce spectficatton (8) is equivalent to the test of whether the greatest fixed point 
of the monotone expression 
s-{xEsle{x}ns={}} 
(that is also a subset of domain(e) u range(e)) is nonempty, we can compute this 
fixed point efficiently according to the dual forms of condition (a) of Theorem 3 
and Theorem 1. q 
Example 4. Consider the problem of graph reachability again. The set of vertices 
p that are reachable from w along edges in e can be found by initializing p to w, 
and storing successtve values of p u e[p] into p until p =pu e[p] Since the range 
of e 1s finite, condttion (d) of Theorem 3 guarantees that after a finite number of 
steps, p will be the least fixed point of s u e[s] in the space of all sets that include 
w cl 
Example 5. Ktldall’s form of the constant propagation problem [44] satisfies the 
dual form of condition (b) of Theorem 3. For this example T is an uncountably 
infinite space of finite functions h : N + (Fu {I}), where N is a finite set of nodes 
in a directed graph that models control flow, F is the set of partially defined finite 
functions f. V+R, V is a set of program variables, R represents the set of real 
numbers, and I is a special maximum element of F (which is ordered by set 
containment) with the property that Vg E F, g E I. If T is ordered by node-wise set 
contamment (i.e., Vh,, hzc T, h, s h2 iff Vn E N, h,(n)s h2(n)), then we see that a 
DCC holds and that the length of the longest chain in T is 1 +(#N)(# V).3 0 
Many of the algorithms that perform global program optimization were designed 
and proved correct by first formulatmg them as fixed point computations. In the 
’ Of course, sly algorithm that attempts to solve this problem would only approximate real numbers 
by usmg fimte representations (as can be done with ratlonals) 
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early development of this field Cocke and Schwartz [13] and Ktldall [44] justtfied 
convergence of their algorithms using conditron (a) of Theorem 3 and restrtcted 
functionf to be distrzbutzve, i.e , for every x, y E T,f(x v y) =f(x) vf( y). (Note that 
distrrbutivrty implies monotonicity, but monotomcrty does not Imply drstributtvity.) 
Tenenbaum [77] and Kam and Ullman [42,41] later desrgned algorithms based on 
the more general condition (b) of Theorem 3 and the more general monotonicity 
property for functton f: 
3.2. Baszc fixed point transformatzons 
According to Corollary 2 a straightforward algortthm to compute LFP,,, cf) 
initializes p to w, and then repeatedly computes a new value of p by assrgnmg f (p) 
to p until p does not change. The final value of p is the solution Although such an 
iterative procedure may be efficient, it may also be highly inefficient m our set 
theoretic applications, because of the potentially costly redundancy in the recompu- 
tatton off(p) each iteration. For example, when applied to the reachability problem 
(cf. Example l), the repeated recomputation 
p-=pMpl (9) 
IS unsatisfactory, because the new approximation of p IS completely recomputed 
and copied each iteration, even though tt may differ only slightly from its old value 
Another shortcoming with the iterative step (9) is that it 1s biased towards a 
breadth-first search strategy. 
The following theorem illustrates two forms of nondeterministic iteration that 
can overcome both problems. 
Theorem 4. Let ( T, s ) be a pose?. Let f - T+ T be a monotorze computable functzon, 
w E T, and w s f (w). Let s,, . . . , s,, . . be any sequence such that 
(i) so= w; 
(ii) s,+,~{~~T~s,~x~f(s,)},z=0,1,.. . (Note that such sequences always exzst 
for computable functzons f that are monotone and znflatzonary at w ) 
Then we conclude the followzng. 
(a) If there exzsts an znteger k SO such that sh=f(sk), then sh=LFP,,,(f) 
(b) If LFP, .H (f) is w+-jinzte, and ifs, < s,+~ whenever s, #f (s,), then there exists 
an integer k 2 0 such that q = f ( Sk). 
Proof. (a) We use a simple dominated convergence argument. By assumption, sh 
is a fixed point off that is greater than or equal to w. Let p> w be any other fixed 
point off: Then by condition (ii) and properties of J 
wSs,Sf’(w)Sp, z=O,l,... 
Hence, s,, = LFP, + (f ). Part (b) follows immediately from the proof of part (a) 
and the definition of w+-finite. Cl 
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Condittons (a) and (b) of Theorem 4 Imply two forms of Iteration In the most 
general form satisfying condltlon (a), we have a nondecreasing sequence s,, I = 
091,. ‘, that converges to a fixed point off after a finite number of steps. (Note 
that the sequence does not have to be strictly Increasing prior to convergence.) Thus, 
m order to ensure that a sequence satisfies condition (a), we must prove directly 
that such convergence occurs. We refer to this as the “operational” approach. 
Based on iteration accordmg to condltlon (b) we can develop a robust, and 
perhaps easier, “algebraic” approach to fixed point computation. In this approach 
sequences are strictly mcreasmg and must converge because of w+-finiteness 
We formalize the way m which sequences are generated m the algebraic 
approach as follows Let (T, == ) be a poset, and let S be a nonempty set. A partially 
defined function d : T x T + pow(S) is called a workser function if A (q, p) = { } ~3 q c 
p for all [q, p] E domain A A partially defined function 6 - T x S+ T is called an 
zrzcrement function If S( p, z) > p for all [p, z] E domain 6 The two functions A and 
S are said to be feaszble4 relative to a partial function f- T+= T at a point w E T if 
the followrng condltlons hold. 
(a) s V_/-(S), AU(s), s), and S(S, z) VZE A(f(s), s) are defined, 
(b) Vz~A(f(s),~)t~<6(s,z)~~vVf(~), 
for all s belongmg to every sequence so, sI, . . , where 
so= w 
~,+~=~,~fA(f(s,),s,)=Oand 
s,+, t (6(s,, r): rt A(J(s,), Y,)} otherwise, z =0, 1,. . 
(10) 
If A and S are feasible relative to function f at pomt w, then any sequence (10) IS 
said to be generated by A and S at w 
Transformation 1. Let f. T + T be a monotone computable functzon, where (T, 6 ) IS 
a poser Let :t E T and w G f (w) If LFPc ,, (f) IS w+-jinzte and A and S are feaszble 
relatzve to f at w, then the followzng transformatzon zs correct. 
p = LFP, .(f 1 
=3 
p=w 
(while 32 E A(f (p), P)) 
P =S(p,z) 
end 
(11) 
Proof. The successive values assigned to p in program (11) form a sequence 
s,,z=o, ..) generated by functions A and 6, which are feasible relative to f at w. 
’ In its dud1 formulation lor greatest fixed points the fedslble functions Include a WOrkset function d 
thdt must SdtlSfy the condltlon J( y, p) = { )@q 2 p for all [9, p] ~domam A However, Instead of an 
increment function we use d dttrertiertf functton 8 thdt must satisfy the condltlon 6(P, z)cp for ail 
[p, z] E domain 6 
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By defimtion of feasibrlity, such a sequence 1s strtctly increasing as long asf(s,) # s, , 
also s,+~ if, I=&. . . . Since LFP,,,(f) 1s w+-finite, by Theorem 4(b) there 
exists an integer J 5 0 such that s, = LFP, W(f). Hence, f(s,) = s,, which implies 
that A(f(s,), s,) = { 1, since A is a workset function Consequently, code (11) halts 
after J iterations of the while-loop. Cl 
For a poset ( T, G ) and monotone computable functtonf T + T that is inflationary 
at w E T, we can always choose S = T and the following functions feasible relatrve 
tofat w: 
for all p, q E T, where q v p IS defmed, 
A(q,p)={} if qsp, and {q} otherwise, (12) 
NP, 9) =p v 4, 
Using functions (12) Transformation 1 leads to the conventronal iteration implied 
by Corollary 2, that is, 
p-= w 
(while f(P) ’ PI 
P -= f(P) 
end 
(13) 
If we redefine A, 
A(q,p)={z p<zSqvp}ifqvpIsdefmed 
then we obtain precisely the nondetermmistic iteration gtven in Theorem 4(b). 
Transformation 1 turns functional programs mvolving only input and output 
variables into imperative ones by introducing an assignment statement and the 
intermedtate variable p. In the case of (1 l), the value of p starts out at w and each 
transition from an old value of p, p,,& to a new value of p, pnew, is governed by the 
invariant pnew~ h( PO& where h(p) = {6( p, z) z E A(f( p), p)}. Smce the value of 
P new can be chosen from a set of values, various transformations can be tailored 
from (11) to make this choice of values based on highly efficient strategies 
One guiding principle in designing efficient strategies with Transformation 1 is 
to avord the potenttally costly computation A(f( p), p) This can somettmes be 
achieved using finite differencing to preserve a program invariant that keeps the 
value of A(f( p), p) stored at the point where it IS needed withm the while-loop 
predicate. This approach is profitable whenever the cumulattve cost of preservmg 
such an invariant is asymptottcally lower than the cost of computmg A(f( p), p) 
each time through the loop Of course, it is also useful to keep the size of the set 
A(f( p), p) down to conserve space Another more vaguely stated principle is to 
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generate the next element S(p, z) m a way that makes progress at mmimal cost 
This can sometimes be achieved by choosmg the next element pnew by augmenting 
the current element p,,rd wtth a minimal increment dp such that pnew = a( p&r, dp) > 
p&, @f course, we should dS0 exploit any lOCal SiqdifiCatiOtIS or optimizations to 
implement assignment p = S( p, dp) as efficiently as possible. 
Below we tllustrate Transformatton 1 with a few computable problems discussed 
in [31 
Example 6 (Reachabthty continued). If we define f(s) = e[s] u s, then f must be 
inflationary at w It IS also easy to see that workset function A(f(s), s) =f(s)-s 
and increment function 6(s, z) = s with z are feasible relative to f at any vertex set 
w Hence, by Transformation 1 we can compute the set of vertices p that are reachable 
from w along edges in e by mitializmg p to w and repeatedly augmenting p with 
a single arbitrary element selected from e[ p] -p, unttl e[ p] -p is empty Such a 
nondetermrmstic reachabthty algortthm can subsequently be refined into a variety 
of strategies with efficient tmplementattons 0 
Example 7 (The single source shortest path problem). Consider a graph G = (V, E), 
where V 1s a set of vertices and E IS a set of ordered pairs representing edges. Given 
a source node s E V and a weight function c that maps E to nonnegative reals R+ 
extended with a maxtmum element 00, we want to compute the function d = 
{[I, a] z E V, a IS the length of the shortest path from node s to node z}. If we 
consider the poset of all functtons m : V+ IF!?+ under the ordering m, s m2 zff Vz E 
Vlm,(z)s m?(z), then the solutton d is the greatest fixed point of the function 
f(m)={[z,a] ZE V,a=min/{m(z),min/{m(~)+c(~,z).~~ E-‘(z}}}}thatislessthan 
or equal to Iis, 01)~ -X , z 00 : I E V( I # s}. With suttable feasible functions A and S 1 
we could apply the dual form of Transformation 1 to obtain the following naive 
algorithm to compute d. 
d ={[s,O]}u{[z,oo] IE V)r#s} 
(whileZl[k,a]E{[l,q] ZE V,q=min/{d(~)+c(~,r):~~ E-‘(z}}Id(z)>q}) 
d(k) =a 
end 
The preceding code solves the problem but IS too inefficient. Even after finite 
dtfferencmg IS applied to avoid the cost of computmg A, this algorithm would 
converge too slowly. However, tf we choose 
AU-(d), 4 = {Ill, al: ZE V,u=min/{d(~)+c(~, Z):JE E-‘(z)] 
1 d(z) > a minimizing a}, 
then tt wrll converge wtthm IZ iterations q 
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The next two examples illustrate the two dtlferent approaches suggested by 
Theorem 4 to compute the same fixed point. The first example tllustrates the algebratc 
approach, and the second example Illustrates the operational approach. 
Example 8 (Single function coarsest partttion problem). If s IS a finite set, then a 
partztzon P of s is a set of pairwise disjoint subsets of s whose union is all of s The 
elements of P are called its blocks If P and Q are two partitions of s, then Q 1s a 
rejnement of P (denoted by Q s P) tf every block of Q is contained in a block of 
P Observe that the space of partittons over s forms a lattice with maxtmum element 
{s} and minimum element {{x}: x E s> 
The single function coarsest partttton problem inputs a finite set s, an imttal 
partition P of s, and a total function k, on s. It outputs the coarsest (1 e , maxtmai) 
refinement Q of P such that Vb E Q 3d E QI h[b] c d. In [54] this problem 1s 
reformulated as computing the greatest fixpd point (that 1s also a rehnement of P) 
of the following monotone function 
which maps a partition Q mto a refinement of Q. 
The first step m a derivation of an efficient algorithm IS to apply the dual form 
of Transformation 1 with the followmg feasible functions relative to f at P (with a 
feastbihty proof left to the reader). 
A(f(vL 2) = Q--f(Q) ’ 
and 
S(Q,q)=(Q-{q})u{q-b,b} 
wherebE{xcf(Q)Ixcqand#xs#q/2}6 
The preceding feasible functions combine Hopcroft’s “choose the smaller half” 
strategy with the double partition approach that Paige and Tarjan used to solve the 
relational coarsest partttton problem [SS] Application of finite dtfferencing to 
preserve the values off(Q) and Q -f(Q) incrementally leads to an algorithm with 
the same O(n log n) time bound as Hopcroft’s [38]. •i 
It 1s interesting to consider an alternative operational derivation of an algorithm 
to solve the single function coarsest partition problem based on Theorem 4(a) 
’ A(f(Q), Q) stores those blocks of Q not belonging to f(Q) 
6 Note that 6(Q, q) IS nondetermmlstlc m the sense that block b IS any block of refinement f(Q) that 
hds no more than half the elements of block q of partltlon Q, where bc 9 
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Example 9. According to ExdmpIe 8, we want to compute GFP, p(f) Constder 
the following functton. 
~~phr(~~6)={rnA-‘[6] rEP~tnh-‘[b]#{}} 
u{r-h-‘[b] r0jr-h-‘[b]#{}} 
which IS caster to compute than f( P) Smce P 3 spllt( P, b) ?f( P), Vb E P, then any 
sequence of par&tons, PO= P and P ,+,=splzt(P,,b) where bEP,,z=O,l, ., is 
nonincreasmg and satisfies the general conditions of Theorem 4. 
Such a sequence of partitions P zs generated by an initial partition and the 
following nondetermnnsttc code 
Q = is) 
(while3qE(Q-P),bEP/bcqand#bS#q/2) 
P = splzt(P, b) 
Q =(Q-{9))~{9-6~) 
end 
(14) 
Code (14) preserves the mvartants Q 2 P and Vr E QI P = splzt( P, t) This code 
terminates with Q = P, because the sequence of Q parttttons generated forms a 
descending chain m a fimte lattice Since ~plzt( P, b) = P, Vb E P, iff P is a fixed point 
off; then by Theorem 4(b) and (a) the fins! value of P 1s GFP,,,(f) Cl 
It 1s interesting to note that application of the splzt functton in code (14) preserves 
the invariant P =f (Q) A PO, where P,, IS the mittal value of P Also, the modification 
to Q occurring wtthm (14) IS an efficient tmplementatton of S(Q, 9) in Example 8 
Hence, the tmplementattons that would be dertved m Examples 8 and 9 are much 
the same 
In the next two subsections we tailor effictent vat-rants of fixed point Transforma- 
tton 1 for special kinds of functions and posets 
3 3. Speczal functzons 
It is useful to refine Transformation 1 to compute fixed pomts for several particular 
kinds of functtonsf(s). These mclude the “mducttve” form s v g(s) and its generahz- 
atton Vf;, g,(s), the tuphng form [f,(s), . ,J1( s)], parameterized forms g( s, . . , s) 
wtth m occurrences of variable s withrn function g, composttion h 0 g, and the fixed 
point form LFP, ,,(g(s, I), f) 
Let us first consrder a special case of Transformatton 1 when f(s) = s v g(s) 
Transformation 2 (Inductive form). Let f. T-, T be a monotone computablefuncrzon 
f(s) = s v g(s), where (T, <, v ) IT a lozn ~emzlattzce wzth a mznzmum element 0 and 
w E T If LFP,,,,(f) IS w+-Jinzte and functzons A and S are feaszble relatzve to g at w, 
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P = LFPzz,,,b v g(s), s) 
* 
p .= w 
(while 32 E A(g(p), P)) 
p:= S(P, z) 
end 
(15) 
Proof. The successrve values assigned to p m program (15) form a sequence 
S,,l’O ,..., generated by functtons A and 6, whtch are feasible relative to g at w 
By defimtion of feasibility such a sequence IS strictly increasing as long as g(s, ) s s, 
But g(s,) g s, off f(s,) = s, v g(s,) # s, Also by defimtion of feasrbthty, 
vrEA(g(s,),s,)Is,<6(s,,r)ss,vg(s,)=f(s,), r=O,. . 
so that s,+~ S-f($), 1= 0, . . . Fmally, since LFP,,,(f) IS w+-fimte, by Theorem 4(b) 
there exists an integer) 5 0 such that s, = LFP,,,, (f). Hence,f(s,) = s,, which implies 
that g(s,) s s, so that A(g(s,), s,) = { }, smce A is a workset function Con,equently, 
code (15) halts after J iterations of the while-loop. q 
In many applications Transformatton 2 is more convenient than Transformation 
1, because the inflationary conditron w d w v g(w) holds automattcally for inductrve 
functions f( s) = s v g(s). We need only to check the monotomcrty of s v g(s), wbrch 
is guaranteed when g(s) 1s monotone Transformation 2 can be used to derive the 
reachability solution as presented earlier m Example 1. 
The srmilarrty m the programs resultmg from applying Transformations 1 and 2 
suggests that under some condttions, functions j”(s) and s vf(s) have the same fixed 
point. Indeed, we can reformulate Theorem 4 1 of Cousot and Cousot [18] without 
thear condttron that T be complete 
Theorem 5. Let (T, c ) be a Jorn semdartlcc. Let f - T-, T be a monotone computable 
function. Let 
(4 
(b) 
(c) 
c, = LFP( w v f(s), s), 
ca = LFP, ,,(s v f (s), s), 
c3 = LFP,,,, (f ). 
If c2 IS dejned, then cl IS de$ned and cl = c2; 
If cl 1s de$ned and T satrsjes DCC, then c2 IS &fined, 
Zf w G f (w), then w v f (s) and f haue the same set of fixed points that are 
greater than or equal to w, and thus c, = ti_ when they are dejined 
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Proof. We prove (b) only For (a) and (c) see Cousot and Cousot [lg] 
We show that cl is a fixed point of h(x) =x vf(x), and any other fixed point of 
h that IS greater than or equal to w IS also greater than or equal to c,. Smce 
c, = w vf(c,), then cl 3 w, and cl = cl vf(c,). Let g(x)= w vf(x) Since f 1s 
monotone, so IS g. If s E T and s = s vf(s) Z= w, then s 2 g(s) ag*(s)a - - - by 
monotomcity of g Smce T satisfies DCC, then there exists an integer k 3 0 such 
that g’(s) = g(g”(s)) Hence, g’(s) is a fixed point of g belonging to T. Since cl is 
the least fixed point of g belongmg to T, then s 2 gL(s) 5 cr. Thus, c, is the least 
fixed point of h that IS greater than or equal to w, and c2 = c,. El 
Example 10. We give an example where c3 is defined but c2 IS not. Let T = 
{l-2?. n=0,1,2, . }u{l+2-“:n=0,1,2,.. },let 
f(l-2-“)=l-2-‘“+“, n=O,l,. ., 
j(1+2-“)=1+2-‘“+“, n=l,2,. , 
fGv=2 
Let G be the numerical ordering of real numbers. Then Va, b E T, a v b = max(a, b) 
Let w = 0 Then f is monotone and w <f(w) It ts easy to check that c3 = 2. But for 
any s= 1+2-“, n 3 0, s = s vf(s). Thus, cZ IS not defined. This example does not 
contradict Theorem 5, because T does not satisfy DCC. Cl 
Theorem 5 provtdes an opportunity to choose between three equtvalent 
spectficattons cl, c,, and c3 Of these, c, is often the most desirable choice, because 
It can lead to greatly srmphfied preprocessmg For example, m set theoretic apphca- 
ttons, where the empty set 1s 0, apphcatton of Transformations 1 or 2 to c, results 
in the simple mrttahzmg statement p = { } Consequently, the code introduced by 
fimte differencing Just before such an mitiahzing statement can be as Me as half 
the preprocessing code introduced for specifications c2 or c, 
Example II (Graph reachabthty contmued). In Example 1 the set of verttces s that 
are reachable from w was given by the followmg specification. 
the s w c s 1 P = s u e[ s] minimizing s 
whtch is the same as 
LFP,,,(s u e[sl, s) (16) 
Accordmg to Theorem 5, specification (16) IS equivalent to 
LFP( w u e[s], s) (17) 
Makmg use of the same feasible functions, 
AU(s), s) =f(s) -s 
S(s, z) = s with z (18) 
as m Example 6 but relatrve to a more desrrable function f(s) = w u e[s] at { }, we 
can apply Transformation 1 to Implement specification (17) with the following 
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program: 
p:=o 
(while3xE((wue[p])-p)) 
p with := x 
end 
(19) 
The preprocessmg code that would result from applying finite dzfferencing to 
program (19) is much simpler than the code that would arrse from applying finite 
differencing to program (5). Cl 
The following example with nested application of fixed pomt transformations 
illustrates a more substantial benefit to preprocessing. 
Example 12 (Interval partitioning). A flow graph E 1s a digraph with a unique entry 
node entry from which there are paths to every vertex in the graph. An zn!ervaZ is 
a smallest subgraph of e that contains a unique entry pomt h, called a header node, 
and also contains each node x in the graph whenever it contains all predecessors 
of x. Given a flow graph e with entry node entry, we want to partttion its nodes 
into the unique set znts of mtervals. We can specify the interval zntof(head) with 
header node head as follows. 
the znf {head} c znr 1 (Vx E e[ znt] 1 e-l{ x} g znr or x E znt) 
minimizing znt 
(20) 
which can first be transformed into 
LFPc,Iz,,,d,(znt u {x E e[znz] 1 e-‘b)c znf), znr) 
and then by Theorem 5 into 
LFP({ head} u {x E e[ znt] 1 e-‘(x) c znr}, znr) 
Finally, using feasible functions (18) relattve to function 
f( znr) = {head} u {x E e[ inr] 1 e-‘(x) c_ znr} 
at { }, we can apply Transformation 1 to obtain the following while-loop: 
znr:={ } 
(while 3zc ({head}u{xE e[znr]le-‘(x}s znr}) - znr) 
inr with = z 
end 
If we define function 
(21) 
g(m) = { znrof( entry)} u znrofl u /{ e[ znr] - znr . znr E znrs)] 
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followmg transformation IS correct: 
p=w 
(while3t=l,.. , k 32 E AMP), PI) 
P’= &(P, z) 
end 
(25) 
Proof. The successive values assigned to p in program (25) form a sequence 
s,,1=0,.. ) which is strictly increasing as long as 3j = 1,. , k Ig,(s,) g s,, which 
is true iff f( s,) = V:=, g,(s,) % s, Also by feasibihty, we know that 3~ = 1, . . . , k 1 s,+, d 
g,(s,), which implies that s,+~ sf(s,) for z =0, . Finally, since LFP,,,(f) IS 
w+-fimte, by Theorem 4(b) there exists an integer J 2 0 such that s, = LFP, ,, (f). 
Hence,f(s,)=s,, which implies that g,(s,)Gs, so that A,(g,(s,),s,)={}, since A, IS 
a workset function, I = 1, . , k. Consequently, code (25) halts after J ttetattons of 
the while-loop. El 
A further refinement of Transformation 3 can be used to determine minimum 
solutions to systems of equations and 1s discussed 10 greater depth m Section 5. 
The basic idea IS stated briefly as follows. Let (T,, c ,, 0,) be a poset wtth mmrmum 
element 0,, 2 = 1, . , k Let T = X f=, T, be the product poset with minimum element 
[Or 9 - .,Ok].Ifxandybelongto T,thenx<yiffx,s,y,,r=l, . ,k.Let WET, 
and consider k monotone functions J;. T+ T,, where J(w) 2, w(z), i = 1, . 9 k 
Define k corresponding monotone functions g, : T+ T. I = 1,. . . , k, as follows 
g,(x)(J) = 
f;(x) if.l= 4 
o 
J otherwise 
Transformation 3 can then be used to find the least fixed point of 
f(x) = VAX), - - A(x)1 = ,i, g,(x) (26) 
Choose S = T and the following feasible functions relative to each g, at every 
x~T,wherexsw,~=S ,..., k- 
for all p, q E T where p v q IS defined, 
A(q,p)={ } if qSp, and {pv q} otherwlse, 
6(p,pvq)=pvq 
Assuming that all of the posets (T,, s,, 0,), I= 1,. . . , k, are the same, we obtain the 
“chaotic” iteration described by Tenenbaum [77] and Cousot and Cousot [17] 
(restricted to finite iteratton) to compute least fixed points of systems of equations 
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x, =f;(x,, . , x~), I = 1, . , k, that IS, 
p .= w 
(while 3r= I, . . q kbXp)>pW) 
p(z)*=f;(p) 
end 
More generally, if we redefine A and 6 in the following way, 
A(q,p)={[z,xl 1=1,...,k,p(z)<x~(qvp)(l)} 
S(P,[~,X~)=[P(~),. ,~(~--1),x,~tr--l-),.. ,p(k)l 
we can replace code (25) appearmg in Transformation 3 by, 
p=w 
(while 3[z, xl E AU7 PI, P)) 
P(Z) =x 
end 
(27) 
We can also obtain a somewhat narrower but, perhaps, more convenient Iteration 
than (27) If workset A, and increment 6, are feasible relative to functions g, at all 
points XE T,xa,w,z=l,.. , k, then the followmg functions A and S are feasible 
relative to f at all points x E T, x 2 w, 
wx, 3 ,xJ,b,, ..,yxl~ T, 
a([~,, ..,xJ,rYl,. ,~J)={[z,fl:i=l,. .,kr~4(x,,~,)l (28) 
mx,, * , XLI, 14 tl) = l-x,, * a, X,-l, 6(x,, I), x,+1,. . a, XL3 
Functions (28) lead to a variant of Transformation 3 m which code (25) is replaced 
by the code Just below. 
x.= w 
(while 3[r, Z]E A(f(x), x)) 
x, = 6(x,, z) 
end 
Thus we have the followmg transformation. 
(29) 
Transformation 4. The w+-jinzte solution of system (26) can be computed by (29). 
Solvmg systems of equations leads to efficient solutions to two special functions. 
We can compute LFP(g(x, . , x)) for monotone fundions g, where parameter x 
occurs m times, by substituting m distinct identifiers x,, z = 1,. . . , m, for the different 
occurrences of x wlthin g and finding the minimum solution to the system of m 
equations x, =g(x,, . . ,x,), i= 1, . , m. Each variable x, has the same solution, 
which 1s LFP(g(x, . , x)) For composltlon of two monotone functions h and g, 
the solution to LFP( h 0 g) is the same as the solution to variable s when we take 
the mmlmum solutton to the two equations, t = g(s) and s = h(t). 
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Transformation 3 can also be used to compute the least common fixed point 
greater than or equal to w of a family F of functions, denoted by LFP, ,,,( F). 
Theorem 6. Let (T, S, v, 0) be a semzlattzce and w E T. Let g, : T + T, l= 1,. . . , k, be 
a famzly F of monotone, inflatzonary, computable functzons Let h be the compositzon 
of these k functions in any order, and let g = Vr,, g,. If T has an ACC, then the least 
commonJixed pomt LFP,,,(F) exrsts, and LFP,,,(F) = LFP,,,(g) = LFP-,,(h) 
Proof. Since each function g,, I = 1, . . , k, is monotone, inflationary, and compu- 
table, so is g. Then, by Theorem 3 and Corollary 2, p = LFP,,,(g) is defined and 
can be computed. Since p = g(p) 2 g,(p) ?=p, J = 1,. . , k, then p is also a common 
fixed point of F. Clearly any common fixed point of F that is greater than or equal 
to w is also a fixed point of both g and h. Let q 2 w be a fixed pomt of h. Wnhout 
loss of generality, suppose that h = gh 0 gh_, 0 - - 0 g, . Because the functions belong- 
mg to F are all inflationary, q d g,(q) =S g2(gl( q)) s - - * s h(q) = q. Hence, q IS a 
common fixed point of F. Cl 
Based on Theorem 6 we can show that two seemingly different classrcal methods 
of global program analysis are identical. Kildall [44] introduced a farrly general 
method for program analysis using iteratrve schema (27). Kddall’s algorithm was 
later refined by Tenenbaum [77] and Kam and Ullman [42]. Cousot and Cousot 
used a strategy similar to this algorithm called “chaotrc” iteration for defining least 
fixed points as the limit of a sequence, and they applied it in new settings [ 16,151. 
Let e represent the edges of a program control flow graph with nodes labelled 
1 , . . . , k (cf. Example 5). For each flow graph node j = 1,. . , k, let x, be a variable 
storing some program fact at node j, and let g, be a monotone flow function defined 
at node J. In the flow analysis frameworks of Tenenbaum and Kam and Ullman, 
the goal is to solve the least fixed point of the following system of equations: 
x,= v g,(x,), r=I,.. ,k. (30) 
JC4ll 
According to Theor.m 5, the least fixed point of system (30) can be rewrnten 
equivalently as the least fixed pomt of 
xt=xnv(J~,,gJ(xJ))9 i=l,...,k 
which is the same as the least fixed point of 
x,= v (x,vgJ(xJ)), 1=1, ..,k (31) 
Jcdr) 
Finally, by Theorem 6, the least fixed point of the system of equations (31) is 
equivalent to the least fixed point of the following system 
x, =x,vg,(x,), i= 1,. .., k, jc e(z) (32) 
which is precisely the system that Kildall used. 
The next example illustrates a more interesting application of Theorem 6 to 
algorithm derivation. 
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Example 13 (Many function coarsest partition problem). The many function 
coarsest partttion problem inputs a finite set s, an mittal partition P of s, and a 
family of total functions h, on s, i = 1, . . , k It outputs the coarsest (i.e., greatest) 
refinement Q of P such that Vb E Q Vz = 1,. , k 3d E Q 1 h,[b] c d It is straightfor- 
ward to reformulate this problem as computing the greatest common fixed pomt 
(that IS a refinement of P) of the family of functions 
g,(Q)={bnh;‘Esl:bEQ,qEQIbnh,‘Cqlf:O}, 
z= 1, . , k Smce each function g, is monotone and deflationary, the solution is to 
compute GFP( P A (r\f=, g,)) according to the dual forms of Theorem 6 and Theorem 
5. 
Let f = P A (At=, g,). The first step in a derivation of an efficient algorithm is to 
apply the dual form of Transformanon 3 with the followmg feastble functions 
relative to f at P 
A(f(Q), 0) = Q-f(Q) 
and 
WQ, q)=(Q--{ql)u{q-b,bl 
wherebE{xEf(Q)Ixcqand#xs#q/2} 
This leads to the algorithm Just below, 
Q ={s) 
(while3qE(Q_f(Q))3bEf(Q)Ibcqand#b~#q/2) 
Q =(Q-iql)u{q--b, bl 
end 
(33) 
Fnute differencing can be used to improve code (33) by preserving the mvariant 
P =f( Q) appearing m the conditton of the while-loop. If we define for z = 1,. . . , k, 
splzr,(P,b)={rnh,‘[b].r~P~tnh;‘[b]#{}) 
u{r-h,‘[b]: TV Plr-h;‘[b]#{}} 
then the improved code IS 
Q = (~1 
(whilegqc(Q-P)ElbcP(bcqand#bs#q/2) 
(forz=l, ..,k) 
P .= spht, ( P, b) 
end 
Q =(Q-{ql)u{q--b,bl 
end 
Further applications of finite dtfferencmg and appropriate data structuring will yield 
an algorithm that runs in O(nk log n) time with O(n) auxiliary space. Note that 
Hopcroft’s algorithm had a similar time bound but required R(nk) space in the 
worst case [38]. 
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We can also consrder an alternative dertvatton that leads to an algornhm with 
the same asymptotic worst case time but with fewer split operations and O(nk) 
space Using the method of parametertzed functions, we can rewrite the arguments 
of functton f with k distinct parameters, so that 
f(Q,,.. ,Qd=+,g,(Q.)) 
and solve the resulting systems of equations using feasible functions as before The 
result appears just below. 
(for 1= 1,. . . , k) 
Q, .= IsI 
end 
(while 3i = 1,. . ,k%E(Q,--f(Q,. ..,QL)) 
=~_ffQ,,. .,Qk)Ibcqand#bs#q/2) 
Q,~=(Q,-~q~)u~vW4 
end 
(34) 
As tn the prevtous derivation, code (34) can be improved by using the splrt functtons 
to preserve the invariant P =f( Q1,. . , Q,,), that IS, 
(for 1= 1,. . . , k) 
Qr .= is) 
end 
(whileai=l,.. ,kgqE(Q,-P) 
3bEPIbcqand#bs#q/2) 
P *= S$J?,( p, b) 
Q,‘=(Q,--{ql)u{q-b,bl 
end 
(35) 
Further applications of finite dtfferencing and data structure selectton are straightfor- 
ward to complete the derivation. The resulting algorithm was suggested in [58] and 
comes closer to Hopcroft’s original algorithm [383 Gries gave a more complete but 
lower level top-down (almost transformational) proof of Hopcroft’s algorithm 
[31]. cl 
Computing fixed points for functions of the form f( w, S) = LFP,+,(g(s, t), f) are 
discussed later. 
3.4. Special data types 
It is also worthwhile to refine Transformation 1 with respect to different data 
types. We have already given examples of fixed point computations on set lattices, 
partition lattices, function posets, and so forth. In this section we consider a simple 
hierarchy of semilatttces and corresponding methods for computing fixed points. 
Let (L, s, 0) be a join semilattice with a unique minimum element 0. A non-0 
element a E L is called an atom if Vb E L, b s a implies b = 0 or b = a. For example, 
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m the powerset lattice over a finite set s, the atoms are the singleton sets {x}, for 
all x belonging to s. In the lattice of partittons over a finite set s (cf. Example S), 
the atoms are the partttions 
11x1. x E (s --{a, bI)I u {{a. b)I, 
for all doubleton sets {a, b} s s. 
For each element w E L, we define the decomposltlon of w to be 
dec( w) = {a d w 1 a IS an atom}. 
If for all elements w E L, 
w = v/dec( w) 9 
then we say that L IS decomposable The shortest path problem in Example 7 is 
defined on a nondecomposable lattice. 
If L IS decomposable, then the followmg properties hold for all a, bc L. 
(a) a c b e dec(a) G dec(b). 
(b) a v b = v/(dec(a)udec(b)) 
If L 1s decomposable and dec( w) IS finite for all w E L, then we say that L is 
jimtely decomposable (abbr. FD). Ktldall’s constant propagatton problem from 
Example 5 tllustrates a decomposable lattice that is not finitely decomposable 
because of the maximum element Z. 
I[f L IS FD, then the followmg additional property holds. 
(c) a A b = v/(dec(a) ndec(b)), 
and therefore L 1s a latttce We also know that 
(d) dec(a A b)=dec(a)ndec(b). 
For FD lattices we can define difference, 
(e) a -b = v/(dec(a) -dec(b)), 
wrth the property that 
(f) (aAb)v(a-b)=a 
For FD lattices the set theoretic arbitrary selectton operation 3 generalizes to atom 
selection Of parttcular importance, tf a IS an atom and a SZ dec( T), then T v a > T. 
However, tf a IS an atom and a ~dec( T), it does not follow that T-a < T. 
If L IS FD and the dual of property (d) holds, i e., 
(g) dec( a v b) = dec( a) u dec( b), 
then for any finite set A of atoms, we have 
dec( v/A) 
=u/{dec(t)* tEA} 
=u/{{t} tEA} 
=A 
Consequently, each element belongmg to L is unrquely representable by the join 
of a finite set of atoms Such a latttce IS sard to be unzquelyfinzte decomposable (abbr. 
UFD). The partttton lattice used in Example 8 is FD but not IJFD 
*’ We define v/{ } =0 
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For UFD lattices, difference a -b defined in (e) above IS the umque minimum 
element d such that (a A b) v d = a, and if a is an atom and a E dec( T), then T - a < T 
UFD lattices also have the followmg property, 
(h) dec(u-b)=dec(u)-dec(b). 
If L is a UFD lattice and A = {a E L 1 a zs an atom of L}, it follows from the precedmg 
discussion that dec is an isomorphic map from (L, S, v , A, -, 0) to ({x E A 1 x is 
finite}, c , u, n, -, { }), and for any set A, ({x E A 1 x is finite}, E , u , n ) forms a 
UFD lattice. Thus, we have the following useful transformation for UFD lattices. 
Transformation 5. Let f: T+ T be a monotone computable functzon defined on UFD 
lattice (T, s ) wzth mznzmum element 0. Let w E T such that w sf( w) If LFP, ,,,(f) 
IS w+-jinzte, then the followzng trunsformutzon IS correct: 
P = LFPz,,(f) 
3 
p.=O 
(whileSEdec((wvf(p))-p)) 
pv =z 
end 
(36) 
Powerset lattices are important examples of UFD lattices If s is a finite set and 
T = pow(s), then functions 
A(A, B)=A-B (set difference), 
6(A, x) = A with x (element addltlon), (37) 
are feasible at w E T relative to any monotone computable function f: T+ T that 
is inflationary at w. An inductive form of Transformation 5 (as in Transformation 
2) justifies the treatment of the reachability problem found in Example 11 and 
Interval partitioning found in Example 12. 
Transformation 5 is exceedingly useful for efficient computation of least fixed 
points of functions defined on UFD lattices If we assume that f ( p) can be computed 
m polynomial time and each atom uses 0( 1) space, then all speclficatlons to which 
Transformation 5 may be applied can be implemented in a most rudimentary way 
with running times exponential in the size of the search space dec((v/range f) v w) 
Transformation 5 effectively translates these exponential time specifications mto 
procedural forms with greedy strategies and polynomial running times. Since p 
grows one element at a time, if the value of the expression dec( (w v f ( p)) -p) does 
not change dramatlcally from iteration to iteration, then it may be possible to 
compute the new value of dec(( w v f (p)) -p) from its old value more efficiently 
than to compute it from scratch. Transformation 5 also provides an accurate upper 
bound on the iteration count for the while-loop in code (36). The bound is #dec( p) 
at the final value of p. Such complexity information provided by Transformation 5 
IS exploited m [ 1 l] to develop a syntactic characterization of a class of set theoretic 
fixed pomt expresstons that can be computed in hnear ttme and space wtth respect 
to the mput/output space 
To compute greatest fixed pomts m UFD lattices, we can apply the followmg 
dual form of Transformation 5. 
Transformation 6. Let f T+ T be a monotone computable function defined on UFD 
lattice (T, 4) wzth maxrmum element 1 Let w E T such that w ?-f(w). If GFP,,, (f) 
IS w--jinrte, then the followrng transformanon IS correct 
p = GFP _,I, (f) 
* 
p=l 
(while3zEdec(p-(wAf(p)))) 
p- =z 
end 
(38) 
Transformatton 6 can be used to derive an effictent cycle testmg algortthm (cf 
Example 3) 
Now consider a general FD lattice L In thts case Transformatton 6 does not 
apply, because the iterative atom deletion step m code (38) may make no progress 
Nevertheless, we can sometimes map greatest fixed points mto equtvalent least fixed 
pomts that can be computed using Transformation 5. 
Suppose an FD latttce L has a maximum element 1. A non-l element a E L IS 
called a dual atom tf Vb E L, b 5 a tmphes b = 1 or b = a For each element w E L, 
we define the dual decomposmon of w to be 
ddec( w) = {a 3 w 1 a IS a dual atom} 
We say that L IS dual-decomposable, tf for all elements w E L, 
w = A/ddec( w) 
If L is a lattice, then the dual lattice L’ IS formed from L by reversing the ordering 
s (where the reverse ordering IS denoted by s ‘), and Interchanging meet and Join 
and P and 0 In reasoning about the dual lattice we would also interchange dec and 
ddec, and w--fimte and w’-finite 
If L IS FD and dual decomposable, then L’ 1s FD also. Hence, we have the next 
transformatton. 
Transformation 7. Let f T + T be a monotone computable functron defined on a dual 
decomposable FD lattice (T, S) wuh mrrumum element 0 and maxlmum element 1. 
Let w E T such that w 2 f(w). Zf GFP,,,, (f) IS w--Jinrte, then GFP,,, ( f) = 
LFP, ,M (f ). Hence, we can compute the greatestjxed point by applyrng Transformation 
5 to the equivalent least fixed point m the dual lattice. 
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Although Transformation 5 stall applies for FD latttces, the potentially excessrve 
number of atoms contained in dec(( w vf( p)) --a), appearing m code (36), can often 
make this transformation too costly. For instance, in the lattice of parttttons over 
an n-element set s (cf. Example 8), the maximum element {s} can be formed from 
the join of n - 1 atoms, even though #dec({s}) = n(n - 1)/2. Fortunately, we can 
sometimes overcome this problem using a simple, fairly general data compresston 
technique. 
Let A be the set of atoms in an FD lattice L. For any x E L and t C_ A, we say 
that t is a representatron of x if x = v/t A function Y I L-pow(A) IS a representation 
funmon of L, if Vx E L, r(x) is a representation of x. If r is a representation functron 
of L, then we can obtam feasible functions 
A(a, 6) = r(a)-dec(b) (30) 
and 
6(&q)=bvq, (40) 
relative to any monotone computable function f - L + L that is mflatronary at w E L 
Consequently, when #r(x) is much smaller than #dec(x), we can replace the set 
dec(( w vf( p)) -p) within code (36) with r( w vf( p)) -dec( p) m order to obtain 
better performance out of Transformattons 5. Defimttons (39) and (40) can also be 
used to improve Transformations 1.2,3, and 4. 
To illustrate both the use of representation functions and Transformation 7, 
consider greatest fixed point computattons on the lattice L of partittons over a finite 
set s (cf. Examples 8,9, and 13). Observe that L IS dual decomposable and FD, but 
not UFD. 
If we define darm(x) = {x, s -x} for all xc s. then the set of atoms m the dual 
lattice L’ is 
If we also define r(X) = {darm(x). x E X} for all X E L, then r 1s a representation 
function for L’, since X = A/r(X). 
In order to solve greatest fixed points rn L by computing least fixed points m L’, 
we reformulate feasible functions (39) and (40) for L’ as follows, 
r(B,)-ddec(&) 
={datm(b,): b,~ ~,1(3bz~B,Ib,nb,#{}andb2-b,#:i): 
which leads to the followmg simplified feasible functtons: 
A(&, &) 
={b,EB,1(3bzEB,)b,nbz#{}andb,-b,f{})} 
S(&, b)= &A dam(b) 
={xnb:x~B2~xnb#{}}u{x-b: bE&Ix-bf{}} 
(41) 
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relatrve to any monotone computable functtonf: L’+ L’ that IS mflattonary at w E L’. 
If Bz b B,, then functtons (41) further simplify to 
A(B,, B,)={~E B,Ib& B,}, 
6(Bz, b)={x~ B,jxnb={ }}u{b}u{x-b. XE B2jbcx}. 
(42) 
Example 14 (Relattonal coarsest partttion problem). Let Q be a partition of the 
fimte set s, e be a binary relation over s, and a c s. Q IS stable with respect to a tf 
for all blocks b E Q, either b G e-‘[a] or 6 n e-‘[a] = { } Q 1s stable if tt is stable 
wtth respect to each of its blocks Let Q0 lie an mittal partttton. Then the relut~onal 
courseyt partltron problem is to find the maximum stable partttton QG QO. 
Let #s = n and #e = m. Two algortthms are presented m [%I]. one is a general 
algortthm with 0( mn) ttme complextty, and the other uses the “smaller half” strategy 
to achieve a lower ttme complexrty O(m log n). Both of these two algorithms can 
be formally derived from abstract spectfications. If f( Q) IS the coarsest refinement 
of Q that IS stable with respect to each block of Q, then the solutton to the relational 
coarsest partttion problem can be specified as 
GFP.= o,,(f) 
from whrch the O(mn) general algortthm can be derived. 
Let g(Q) =f(Q) A Q. We can mcorporate a “smaller half” strategy like the one 
used m Example 8 into the followmg feasible functrons relattve to g at Q. based 
on (42) 
A(g(Q),Q)={b,Eg(Q)I(3b~EQIblcbzand#b,~#b,/2)}, 
6( Q, b) = Q A dutm( b). 
When the preceding functtons are used in connection wtth Transformation 7, we 
can derive the O(m log n) algortthm descrtbed m [58] 0 
To compute fixed pomts of functtons defined on lattices that are not FD, we offer 
no general method other than what has been suggested in the prevtous section on 
special functions or on the classrcal tteratton (13) imphed by Corollary 2. For 
example, fixed point computatton for functions defined on the real numbers, whtch 
IS certamly nondecomposable, IS a whole subject outside the scope of this paper 
Whenever a lattice IS partly FD, in the sense that some of the lattice elements can 
be represented by a fimte jam of atoms, then we can stall often employ the techniques 
discussed m thts sectton The next example tllustrates this Idea 
Example 15. In the constant propagatton algorithm gtven by Reef and Lewts [61,80], 
each asstgnment statement A IS assoctated with etther bottom (means undefined), 
top (means nonconstant), or a real number that can result from the executton of A. 
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Let If8 denote the set of real numbers Under the ordermg, 
bottom S’ any real number s’ top, 
real numbers are incomparable 
the set {bottom, top} u IF4 forms a lattice rn Tvhich 
bottom v x = x 
topvx= top 
x\/y=top vx,yER~X#y 
Let val be the set of all statement-value pan-s for the given program Let assrgn be 
the set of assignment statements of the given program. Then ual IS a total functton 
from asszgn to {bottom, top} u R Let ual, and vu& be two such functions We define 
ual, s valz iff ual,( s)~‘ual,( s) Vs E assrgn. Under this ordering, all such functions 
form a lattice E The maximum function in this lattice IS uall = {[s, top] s E asagn} 
and the mmlmum is vu/O = {[s, bottom]. s E assign}. Vs E asslgn and u E R, the func- 
tion {[s, u]} u {[x, bottom] x E asszgn 1 x # s} IS an atom Because of top, lattice F is 
decomposable but not FD But we can still use rule (28) to obtam the following 
feasible functtons. 
and 
A ( ual, , ual,) = {[s, u] E ual, 1 ual, (s) F? val,( s)} 
G(ual,[s, v])=(ual--{[s, val(s)]})u{[s, ual(s)v u]} 
relative to any monotone computable function f F+ F and any element w E F 
where f 1s mflattonary q 
4. Fixed point recomputation 
The precedmg section showed that efficient computatton of least fixed points 
depends, m large part, on finite dtfferencnng to avoid costly recomputation of 
expressions embedded within feasible functions A and S. In this sectton we investt- 
gate application of finite dtfferencmg to fixed point expresstons themselves, e g , 
d4 WI = LFP5,,,(f(s, u), s) (44) 
whose input parameters u and w can be mddtfied We also show how to compute 
fixed points of functions g(u, w) and, hence, nested fixed points. 
In general, the need for recomputing problems arises naturally m several contexts. 
For example, the Cornell Synthestzer [76] IS a syntactic edttmg system that uses an 
attribute grammar to implement program semantics. Whenever a program IS modified 
using the synthesizer, the program’s semantic Information must be updated to reflect 
the editing changes The attribute reevaluatton algorithm of Reps et al [63] is an 
efficient incremental algortthm in the sense that tt recomputes the new semanttcs 
from the old m an opttmal way-performing asymptotically better than an algorithm 
that just recomputes the new semantics from scratch. 
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Incremental algorithms can also be used to solve repeated subtasks of a problem 
efficiently. For example, a selection sort, which repeatedly performs a linear time 
search for the mrnimum value of a set, can be turned mto a faster heap sort by 
using a “dynamtc” heap data structure to compute the mimmum set value with only 
a log factor cost each time [55]. 
A third context is where a problem Y(s) can be solved mcrementally by computmg 
P at an Initial pomt sO and then at successive points s, = g(s,-,), z = 1,. . , n, where 
g IS an inexpensive incremental calculation and s,, = s 
Fume dtfferencmg and stream processing [28] are program transformattons that 
provide a formal basis for studymg the three kinds of recomputattons just described. 
However, prevtous mvestigattons avoided consideratton of fixed pomt expressions 
In this sectton we extend that eat-her work m finite dtfferencing by presenting rules 
for efficrent recomputation of fixed point expressions (44). 
4 1. Fznite dzflerenczng 
In this section we give a brief mtroduction toJinztedzflerenczng [3 7. <;5], a technique 
that can improve the performance of programs generated by our fixed point transfor- 
mations The basic goal of this technique IS to replace direct calculations of costly 
expresstons f(x,, . . , x,,, ) in a program region B by less expensive incremental 
calculatrons We explain the techmque by example after first presenttng some 
defimttons and convenient notatronal conventtons 
If a variable e always stores the value of an n-vartate function f(x,, . . , x,,,) at 
a program point p, we say that equahty e=f(x,, x,, ) is znoarzant at p Con- 
sequently, any occurrence of expression f(x, , . , x,,, i at p is satd to be redundant 
and can be replaced by vartable e. Let dx, be a modificatton to a variable x, on 
which j depends The predzference and postdzflerence of e wtth respect to dx,, 
denoted by ii- e(dx,) and c?+ e(dx,) respecttvely, are two single-entry single-exit code 
blocks wtth the followmg properttes 
(a) Ife=f(x,, , x,,, ) IS mvartant just before executing code 
Ke(dx, ) 
dx, 
d+e(dx,) 
(45) 
tt IS mvartant immediately after (45) IS executed 
(b) The predtfference and postdtfference code blocks can only modify vartable 
e and vartables local to these blocks. 
Constder a collection of equahttes e, = fi,~ = 1,. . . , n, in which each expression 
J; depends only on vartables U, , , q, e,, . . , e,_,. Suppose we want to maintain 
and exploit all of these equahtres as mvartants within a single-entry program regton 
B. The dzflerentzal of e,, . . . , e,, wtth respect to B, denoted by a{e, . . . , e,}(B), 1s a 
new code block formed from B by rccurstvely applying the following rules. 
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(a) Replace each modificatron dx occurring in B with 
a&, . . , e,}(Ke,(dx) dx a+e,(dx)) (46) 
where no new occurrences off, are mtroduced wtthm difference code associ- 
ated with invartants e2, . , e,. Also, all occurrences of f, appearing m 
Ke,(dx) dx a+e,(dx) must be redundant and are replaced by e, . If the preced- 
ing conditions are met, we refer to e, as a mmtmal mvananr for the differential 
He , , . . . , eJkW. 
(b) Substitute all occurrences of jj by e,,J = 1,. . , n, within the rest of B 
Based on the dtfferenttal, we obtain the followmg general chain rules for collective 
predifference and postdtfference code blocks 
Oe,, . , e,W,) = He,, . , enWe,&-,)> 
G-{e2, - - , e&dx,) 
and 
a+{cr,.. , e,l(dx,)=a+{e2, ., eJ(dx,) 
a{ez,. . , e,J@‘4dx,>> 
where e, is mmimal. 
Example 16. Two simple examples of dtfference code are tllustrated below. 
(a) Let c = 5x Then 
a_c(x+ =l) = c+ :=5, 
it+c(x+ = 1) = A I0 
Since the predtfference code for c does not involve x, it could also be regarded as 
postdifference code, t.e , 
a-c(x+ = 1) = A, 
a+c(x+ =l) = c+ =5. 
(b) Let c = {XC s 1 k(x)} where k is a computable boolean expression that does 
not depend on s Then 
i3_c(s with .= z) 
= 
if k(z) then 
c with .= z 
end 
and 
$c(s with’= z) = A. 
For thrs example, also, the predifference code could Just as easily be shifted to 
postdifference code. We can see that, in general, dtfference code is not unique Cl 
I” We use A to denote the empty code block 
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Dtfferencmg code for products hke 5x are mcluded in the 
transformations of most opttmtzing comptlers and are used 
products wtth less expensive sums [12] Difference code for a 
of expresstons mcludmg the set former above are central to fimte differencing and 
can be found m [22,26,57]. The following example adopted from [53] shows how 
fin&e dtfferencmg IS used m combmatton with the fixed point transformattons to 
yield efficient programs 
strength reduction 
to replace certain 
more general class 
Example 17 (Graph reachabihty contmued). The program derived m Example 11 
contams an expensive expression w u e[ p] -p m the while-loop. However, its costly 
computatton can be avotded by applymg finite dtfferencmg 
Bottom up parsing decomposes thts expresston as follows- 
el = 4pl 
e2= wue, 
e,=e,-p 
Next, we replace the while-loop m (19) by its collecttve differential 
~~{e,,e2,e,}((while3zc(wwe[p]-p)) 
p with = z 
end) 
which 1s equivalent to 
(while 3z E e3) 
a{ e, , e,, e,}( p with = z) 
end 
Among the three mvariants e , , e,, and e,, we know that e, IS mmtmal, and within 
the remammg two, e, IS minimal Therefore we have 
i){e,, e2, e3}(p with = zj 
h~,(de,(de,( p with = z))) 
= 
iJe,(aez((for x E e(z)) 
e, with = x 
end 
p with = z)) 
= 
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ae,((for x E e(z)) 
e, with = x 
e, with = x 
end 
p with *= z) 
= 
(for x E e(z)) 
ifxsfp then 
e3 with = x 
end 
e, with = x 
e, with *= x 
end 
e, less *= 2 
p with = z 
The mitiahzation code is. 
e,-={ > 
e2.= w 
e3.= w 
Consolidating all of the preceding code, we obtain the followmg procedure for 
computing graph reachability: 
e,=O 
e, = w 
e3 = w 
p-=0 
(while 3z E e3) 
(for xc e(z)) 
if x@p then 
e3 with = x 
end 
e2 with .= x 
e, with:= x 
end 
e3 less .= z 
p with .= z 
end 
Analysis for useless code determmes that variables e, and e, are never used. After 
all assignments to e, and e2 are eliminated, we obtain the following much improved 
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code 
e3 = w 
P =o 
(while 32 E e3) 
(for x E e(z)) 
if x&p then 
if x FZ e3 then 
y with .= x 
end 
end 
end 
e3 less .= z 
p with .= z 
end 
(47) 
Note that m the final p’lase, we guarded the operatton e3 with*= x with the condition 
x& e3 so that x is always added to set e3. This program can be Implemented wtth 
suttable data structures to have a time and space complexity linear to the size of 
the mput graph. Cl 
4.2. Incremental recomputation of fixed pomts 
We now dertve difference code for the fixed point expression 
g(u, w) = EFK,,(f is, u), s) 
with respect to modifications to u and w. In Section 3 we showed different ways of 
computing g according to properties off: In the next lemma we also show how 
properties of g, which are useful m dertving difference code for g, depend on 
properttes off. 
Lemma 7. Let f - S x T + S be a computable function monotone rn each of zts arguments, 
where (S, < ) and ( T, s ) are posets, and w t S. Consider functron g : T x S -+ S with 
the rule g(u, w) =LFP=+(f (s, u), s). Then: 
(a) g(u, W) is monotone and IS mflatlonary m w. 
(b) Zf g( u, w) IS defined for [u, w] E T x S, then for any w’ E S such that w G w’s 
g(u, w), g(u, w’) IS also defined, and g(u, w’) = g(u, w). 
(c) g( u, w) IS monotone m u over the s&set of Tfor which w < f ( w, u) and g( u, w) 
1s w+ -jmte. 
(4 If (S, s)=(T, s), and f (s, u) IS znfatronary in u for all s E S, then g(u, w) 
IS mflatlonary in u. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that w, w’ E S, w’ 5 w, and g(u, w), g(u, w’) are defined. By 
defimtion, g(u, w) is the smallest solution to f(s, u) = s greater than or equal to w. 
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Since g( u, w’) 2 w’ z w and since g( a, w’) is another solution to f( s, U) = s greater 
than or equal to w, then g( u, w’) 2 g( u, w). 
(b) g(u, w) is the smallest XE S satisfying the conditions w’s x and x =f(x, u). 
(c) Let fU(s) =f(s, u). Let u, U’E {XE T] w ~h( w) and g(x, w) 1s wf-finite} and 
M s u’. Then f,(x) sf,(x) Vx E S. Smce JEU(s) and fU (s) are monotone in s, then 
ffi(x)~fi (x) VXE S, Vk =0, 1, . . Hence, for some integer k2 1, g(u, w) = 
ff(w) sf$(w) = g( u’, w) by Corollary 2 and Theorem 3(c). 
(d) If g(y w)=s’, then s’=f(s’,u)~u. Cl 
Based on Lemma 7, we can modify the least fixed point g(u, w) incrementally 
with respect to modifications in u and w. In the following discussion, we use x,ld 
and x,,, to represent the value of the variable x before and after modifications 
respectively, and use f,(x) to represent the function of x defined by f(x, y) 
Theorem 8. Let p = g(u, w) be defined as in Lemma 7. Assume that V[x, y] E 
T x S, g(x, y) IS y+-jinrte. Let 6, : T x T + T and & : S x S --, S be increment functrons. 
(a) Let A and 6 be functions feasible relative to fU,,_ at pol& If w s f (w, I.&,,~), then 
a+p( 24 .= 8,( u, 2)) 
(ihile3xEA(f(p, u),p)) (48) 
p:= S(p, x) 
end 
The prediserence code IS empty. (Note that postd.@erence and not predl#erence code 
is used, because (48) references the new values of u.) 
(b) If (S, 6, v ) is a join semrlattice, pOld v w,,, t=, f (p,,,d v w,,,, u), A’ and 6’ are 
functions feasible relative to fW_ at PO& and A and S are functions feasrble relative 
to fU at pold v w,,,, then 
a+p( w .= S,( w, 2)) 
(ihile3yEA’(w,p)) 
p:= S’(P,Y) 
eed 
(while 3xc A(f(p, u), P)) 
p:= S(p, x) 
end 
The predifference code IS empty 
(49) 
Proof. (a) Because of the feasibility of A and 8, and the y+-finiteness of g(x, y) 
for all [x, y] E T x S, the successive values assigned to p in the while-loop form a 
sequence so, sl, . . . , Sk with so = &,,d = g( r&id, W) and Sk = g( Unew, p,,,d). we need to 
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show that dun,,, pod = dunew, w) Smce f is monotone in u, and anew= 
&(%d, 2) = hid, then f(“‘, %zw) zf(“‘, %ld ) 3 w. Since for all x E T, g(x, w) is w+- 
finite, then by Lemma 7(c) w C &,ld 4 g(r.&,,, w). Therefore g( u,,,, w) = g( u,,,, p,,,) 
by Lemma 7(b). 
(b) The proof 1s similar to (a) V[x, y] E T x S, the condition that g(x, y) is y+-finite 
tmphes that g(x, y) is defined, and thus y s g(x, y). By Lemma 7(a), g(u, w,,J < 
g( u, w,,,) Thus w,,, s &Id v Wnew s g(4 w,,,), where hd = g(u, %d)- Then by 
Lemma 7(b), g(u, W”wJ = g(u, hid V W .,,), which is computed by (49) Note that at 
the end of the first while-loop of (49), p =p& v wnew, and the condttton p Gf( p, u) 
is satisfied q 
It is mterestmg to consider various ways m which code (48) and (49) can be 
improved. One obvtous approach to speed up thts code is to avoid computing 
A(f( p, u), p) by mamtaining equality e = A(f( p, u), p) as an invariant together with 
p In the case of (48) the chain rule applied to both p and e leads to the following 
dtff erence code blocks 
F{e,p}(u:= 6,(u, z))=Xe(u = 6,(u, z)) 
and 
~+{e,p}(u:=S,(u,z))=il+e(u =6,(u,z)) 
de(il+p( u := S,( u, z))) 
Under the same condittons, a stmilar Improvement IS possible for (49). 
One drawback wtth code (48) is that it can only be used as postdtfference code 
(if we are to avoid copying parameter u), since it references the new value of u. 
Such mflexibtlity is undesirable, because it can preclude opportunities for further 
opttmtzatton However, we can overcome this problem whenever the collective 
postdrfference code a’{ e, p}(u = S,( u, z)) involves no occurrences of u. This fortunate 
situatton arises when a+e(u = 6,(u, z)) 1s empty and t?e(d+p(u = S,(u, z))) involves 
no free occurrences of u In this case we can use an empty postdifference block 
a’{ e, p}( u .= S,( u, z)) and the following predtfference code: 
F{e,p}(u =&(u,z))=Xe(u =S,(u,z)) 
ae(il+p( u *= S,( u, z))) 
= 
i3-e(u .= 6,(u, z)) 
(while 3x E e) 
ae(p:= SIP, x)> 
end 
(50) 
Since code (50) involves no occurrences of u, it can be used as either pre- or 
postdtfference code 
We can exploit contexts where predifference code (50) is correct in two ways: 
(a) by uncovering alternattve ways of computing (44), and 
(b) by space optimizations. 
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If 6 T x X + T is an increment function, u. c_ X IS a set such that u can be computed 
by executmg 
u := 0 
(for 2 E uo) 
24 = qy 2) 
end 
then one alternative way to establish p = g( u, w) is by the following incremental 
calculation involving a search through u 
a-{ e, p}( u .= 0) 
(for z E uo) 
a-{e,p}(u:= 6(u, z)) 
end 
This implementatton may be useful when a search through u is unavoidable because 
of global computattonal requirements. Note that a simtlar mcremental approach to 
compute g(u, w) based on a search through w and usmg predifference code (49) IS 
also possible. 
In computing nested expressions such as g(h(x), w) or m maintaining the value 
of such expressions across modificattons to x, we can often avoid evaluation or 
maintenance of subexpression h(x) To see how this IS achieved, consider the three 
equalities u = h(x), p = g(u, w), and e =f( p, u) -p. If we can calculate u = h(x) by 
executing 
a-24(x’= 0) 
(for z E x0) 
a-24(x =6(x, z)) 
end 
then we can also calculate p = g(h(x), w) by executing the following block 
a-{ e, p, u }( x := 0) 
(for z E x0) 
X{e, p, u}(x:= 6(x, z)) 
end 
Whenever the difference code blocks a-{ e, p, u>(x *= 0) and iF{e, p, u}(x .= 6(x, z)) 
contam no occurrences of u except for modtficattons to U, then maintenance of the 
equality u = h(x) IS unnecessary, all modtfications to u can be eliminated. Goldberg 
and Paige called this technique vertical Zoopfuszon [28]. 
The following theorem and corollary can sometimes be used to introduce oppor- 
tunities for vertical fusion. 
Theorem 9. Let (L, S, 0) be a meet semzlattzce with a unique mznzmum element 0; let 
f: L + L be a computable monotone function; let c E L be a constant such that f (s A c) A 
c =f(s) A c. Zf LFP(f) IS O-Jinzte, then LFP(f) A c = LFP(f(s) A c, s). 
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Proof. Let h(s) =f(s) A c. We prove by induction that for all integers i> 1, h’(O) = 
f’(O) A c. For z = 1, it is trivial. Assume this holds for I < k, where k > 1. Then 
hk(9) 
= h(hL-‘(0)) 
=f(f”_‘(O) A c) A c 
=f”(O) A C Cl 
Corollary 10. Let (L, S, 0) be a meet semrlatttce with a unique mmtmum element 0, 
let f; g : L+ L be two computable monotone functrons. If LFP(f) and LFP(g) are 
0-@rue, and f(s A LFP(g)) A LFP(g) =f(s) A LFP(g), then LFP(f) A LFP(g) = 
LFP(~A LFP(g)). 
Example 18 (Sink-source problem). Consider a directed graph represented as a 
binary edge relatron e. Let sources and sinks be two sets of nodes. We want to find 
out all the nodes in e occurring wrthin any path from sources to smks. Let 
fl(s) = sources u e[s], 
f2( s) = sinks u e-‘[ s] 
Then we can solve this problem by first computing the set 
reach = LFP(fl), 
of all nodes reachable from sources and the set 
access = LFP(P2), 
of all nodes that can reach sinks Then the required solution is simply 
output = reach n access. 
It is easy to verify 
and 
fl(s n access) n access =fl(s) n access 
f2( s n reach) n reach =f2(s) n reach, 
which leads to the new specifications 
output = LFP(fl(s) n access) = LFP(f2(s) n reach) (51) 
by Corollary 10. Either of these specifications IS desirable, since it can be computed 
m one pass through e. Cl 
Example 19 (Elimmation of dead code and unreachable code). A program statement 
is called dead tf tt makes no contribution to the output of the program; a statement 
1s called unreachable rf it cannot be reached along any path in the flow graph of 
the program begmmng from the entry statement. Based on Theorem 9 we can derive 
code that elimmates both dead code and unreachable code in one pass. 
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Consider a program representation in which variable prints IS the set of print 
statements, variable ruses maps each program statement o the variable uses tt 
contains, usetodef is a binary relation that maps each variable use to the variable 
definitions that can reach zt, znstof is a function mapping each variable occurrence 
to the statement immediately enclosing it, and compound is a function that maps 
each statement to the compound statement immediately enclosmg it (i.e., if or while 
statement). In [52] an efficient dead code elimination procedure was derived from 
the following specification: 
live = LFP(f,) (52) 
where f3( s) = prints u znstof[ usetodef[ zuses[ s]]] u corqound[s], which determines 
live statements from data and control flow considerations. 
Unreachable statements can be eliminated by auplying the graph reachabzhty 
algorithm of Example 1 to the program flow graplz. 
reachable = LFP(Q (53) 
where fZ( s) = {entry} u succ[s], entry is the only entry statement of the program, 
and succ{x} is the set of all the posszble successors of statement x. The set of 
statements that are both lzve and reachable is 
useful = bve n reachable. 
The reader can verify that 
f3( s n reachable) n reachable = f3( s) n reachable 
Hence, by Theorem 9, we have 
useful = LFP( f3( s) n reachable, s) 
from which a one pass program can be derived Note that we do not have 
useful = LFP( f4( s) n live, s), 
because in general 
f4( s n bve) n bve # f4( s) n lzve. Cl 
4.3. Recomputatzon of jixed poznts of dzstrzbutzve functzons 
Although we can recompute least fixed points incrementally under some 
condittons, the decremental recomputation of least fixed points is much more 
difficult. In [43], Kaplan and Ullman specify their solutzon to a general weak type 
analysis problem as GFP( Vf 0 G(s)), where p(s) = LFP(s A B(x), x), Q(s) = 
LFP(s A F(x), x), and B and F are two monotone functions representing backward 
and forward type analysis respectzvely. They compute this greatest fixed point as 
the limit of the decreasing sequence 1= so, s, , . . . , where s,+, = * 0 @(s,) IS recom- 
puted from scratch for each s, in this sequence. We have also faded to find a general 
efficient decremental method for computing least fixed points. 
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However, least fixed points can still be recomputed efficiently under some restric- 
ted conditions. One special case observed in [46] IS when a function has a unique 
fixed pomt In this case, the fixed pomt can be treated as both a least and a greatest 
fixed point, and thus can be recomputed incrementally and decrementally. 
In this section we show that iff IS dzstributzve, i.e , f(x v y) =f(x) vf(y), then the 
following expression 
g(w) =LFP(w vf(x), x) (54) 
can be modtfied efficrently when w 1s incremented or decremented. We assume that 
fis a monotone computable function on a finite UFD lattice (L, C, v , 0) (cf. Section 
3.4) We show that this problem is reductble to the problem of graph reachability. 
Let r = r( w, e) be the set of vertices s reachable from a source set w along paths 
m a directed graph e. We have shown that Y is the least fixed pomt of the function 
fn (x) = w u e[x]. 
Lemma 11. If the drrected graph 
jixed pornt 
e IS acyclrc, then the function ff (x) has a umque 
Proof. Let x, = LFP(f, ), and x, be any fixed point of J,. Then x,,c x, . To show 
also that x, c x0, let y = x, - e[x,]. Since xi = w u e[x,], then y E w. Since e is acychc, 
then x, IS the set of verttces reachable from y along paths in e Therefore x, = LFP(f, ). 
Since by Lemma 7(c) LFP(J;) IS monotone in t, then xl E x,, •i 
Therefore, by Theorem S(a) and its dual, if e IS acyclic, we have 
$r(w with = z) 
(Chile ElrE(wue[r]-r)) (55) 
r with = t 
end 
and 
a+r( w less .= 2) 
= 
(while 3t~(r-(wue[r]))) 
r less = r 
end 
(56) 
Note that the inflationary condttton of Theorem S(a) and the deflationary condttton 
of its dual are sattsfied, since all functions are mflattonary at 0 and deflationary at 
1 
The next theorem shows how the effictency of (55) and (56) can be further 
Improved by fimte dtfferencmg. 
Lemma 12. If r+ = r,,, - r,,d, r- = r,,Id - r,,, , e+ = {[x, y] E e 1 x E r+}, and e- = 
{[x, y] E e 1 x E r-} then we can compute code (55) In 0( 1 + #e’) steps and the code 
(56) In O(l+#e-) steps. 
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Proof. Let new 1 = w u e[ r] - r, new2 = r - w u e[ r], numpred = {[x, +( e-‘(x) n r)]. 
x E domain e u range e}. Analysis of the followmg two difference code blocks yields 
the result. 
a+{r, newl, numpred}( w with = z) 
= 
if z&r then 
new 1 with .= z 
end 
(Aile 3r E newl) 
(for x E e{ t}) 
numpred(x) + = 1 
ifx&r then 
new1 with = x 
end 
end 
new1 less = r 
r with = t 
2nd 
and 
a+(r, new2, numpred}( w less = z) 
if numpred(z)=O 
new2 with = z 
end 
(while 3t E new2) 
(for x E e{ t}) 
then 
numpred (x) - = 1 
if numpred (x) = 0 and x e w then 
new2 with = x 
end 
end 
new2 less = t 
r less.= t 
end Cl 
Let C be the set of strongly-connected components for a dtrect graph e. It 1s well 
known [73] that the dnrected graph G = {[u, V] E C x C 1 (u # u) and (3[ m, n] E e 1 m E 
14 and n E u)} IS acyclic. For all vertices t, E domain e u range e, let component(u) be 
the strongly-connected component hat contains U. Then the set C and map com- 
ponent can be computed m O(#e) time [73] (see also [3]). 
Hence, we can conclude, 
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Lemma 13. For dlrected graphs m general, r can be marntamed m 0( 1 + #e’) steps 
when w changes by an element addltlon and m 0( 1 + #e-) steps when w changes by 
an element deletzon (cf: Lemma 12). 
Proof. If X = component[ w], and tf Y is the set of strongly-connected components 
reachable from X in G, then 
r=u/Y. 
X can be modrfied m unit ttme when w changes by deletion or addition. To see 
this, let refcount(x) = #(x n w) for each component x E C. Then 
a-{ X, refcount}( w with = z) 
= 
if refcount( component( z)) = 0 then 
X with = component(z) 
end 
and 
refcount( component(z)) f = 1 
a-{ X, refioount}( w less := z) 
= 
if refcount(component(z)) = 1 then 
X less = component(z) 
end 
recount(component(z)) - = 1 
Whenever X is modified m the preceding dtfference code, we can modify Y by the 
drfference code grven m the proof of Lemma 12. Cl 
Finally, constder the expression 
g(w) = LPP(w VAX), x) 
where f is a monotone, distributive, computable functton on a finite UFD latttce 
(L, S, v-0). Since L IS UFD, we can represent w and g(w) by then decomposrtions. 
Let dw = dec( w) and dg = dec(g( v/dw)). We dtscuss how to maintain the invariant 
dg with respect o the modtficatrons dw with = z and dw less = z, where z is an atom. 
Let W= dw with 0 Then 
a- W(dw with .= z) 
= 
W with.= z 
and 
a- W( dw less .= z) 
= 
W less.= z 
Let A be the set of all the atoms of L, and V = Au (0). Let e = 
{[qu]. DE V,u~dec(f(u))}. Let F(x)=wvf(x) and F’(x)= Wue[x]. We have 
the followmg lemma. 
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Lemma 14. Foralls~ Vsuch that s#{}, F(v,!s)=v/F’(s). 
Proof. 
F(vls) 
= w vf(v/s) 
= w v v/{f(x): x E s) since f is distrtbuttve 
= w v v/{v/dec(f(x)): XE s} since L IS UFD 
= w v v/{v/e{x}: XE s} by the definition of e 
= w v v/e[s] where e[s] = u{e{x}. XE s} 
= v/( Wu e[s]) 
=v/F’(s) Cl 
By induction we can further prove the followmg corollary. 
Corollary 15. Fk( w) = v/ Frk( W) for all k = 0, 1,2, . . . 
If r = LFP(e[s] u W, s), then by Corollary 15 LFP( w vf(x), x) = v/r, which 
implies that dg = r. (Remember that dg = dec( g( w)) = dec( LFP( w v f( x), x)).) Since 
we know how to modify Y with respect to the modificattons W with:= z and 
W less:= z, then we know how to modify dg with respect to the modificattons 
dw with *= z and dw less *= z. Thus we have the following theorem 
Theorem 16. 7’he mvanant dg can be mamtamed m 0( 1 + #e+) steps when dw changes 
by an element addttton and m O(l+ #e-) steps when dw thanges by an element 
deletton (cf: Lemma 12). 
4.4. Nested least fixed points 
Efficient ways to recompute least fixed points are espectally useful m contexts 
where least fixed points are composed with other functions. However, m the special 
case where the least fixed point operator is composed with itself, it is sometimes 
best to avoid an incremental least fixed point calculation m favor of a more direct 
approach described as follows. 
Consider again the function 
g(u, w) = LFL(f(s, u), s) 
where f: S x S + S is a computable function monotone and inflationary in each of 
its arguments, (S, G) is a poset, and w E S. Then g( u, w) is a function on S monotone 
in u and w, and we can further consider the least fixed point of g( u, w) wtth respect 
to either u or w. The following theorem tells when these fixed points are defined 
and how they can be computed. 
Theorem 17. Letf,(x) =f(x, x). For anyfunctton z(x, y), let z,,(x) = z(x, y). I__f* S x 
S+ S IS a computable functton monotone and rnjlattonary m each of tts arguments, 
w, q E S, and w v q is dejned, then 
(a) LFP,.,(g(u, w), w) = g(u, q). 
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(b) Let a = LFPc .,(g(u, w), u) cd b = LFP.q,.,,U-,W, u). Let h, = 
{f((wvq) I=o, 1, . }, and h,={g:,(q). z=O, l,.. } 
Then bath a and b are dejined and a = b rf either of the followmg condmons 
are satlsJied* 
(i) h, w$nzte, 
(ii) 11~ lsfinrte, and {f:(w)_ 1=0, l,...} zs$nltefor allxE hz 
Proof. (a) Tnvial. 
(b) Suppose h, IS fimte. By Corollary 2, b 1s defined and there exists an integer 
t 3 0 such that 
Vk=t,t+l,.. , b=f:(wvq)=f:(b). (57) 
Smce f is monotone and inflationary m each of its arguments, we can prove by 
mductron that 
Vr=O,l, . , f;(wvq)~f;;e’(w)~f;+‘(b). (58) 
From (57) and (58), we have 
Vk=t+1, t+2, .) b =f,i(w) = LFP,,,,(fb, b), s) = g(b, wh 
Thts means that b IS a fixed point of g,, (x) greater than or equal to q On the other 
hand, If c IS any fixed pomt of g,,(x) greater than or equal to q, then 
c=&(c) 
= LFP- t, ( f( 3, cl, s) 
= f(c, c) 
Thus c IS also a fixed point off, greater than or equal to w v q Since b is the least 
fixed pomt of f, greater than or equal ia w v q, we have CZ- b. Thus b = 
LFP- ,(g,, (x)) = a 
Suppose hZ IS fimte and {f:(w). I =5, 1 , . . .} is fimte for all x E h,. By Corollary 
2, a IS defined As shown m (59), a IS also a fixed pomt off, greater than or equal 
to wvq Let czwvq be any Exe d pomt of f,(x). We prove by induction that 
tag:,(q) for any t=O, 1, For t = 0, the assertton c 3 q IS trivially true Assume 
that c 2 g:,(q) for some aktteger I z 0 Then for some Integer k > 0, 
c = C(c) 
3 f:r ‘ut’ vg;,(q)) by induction hypothesis 
7 f :Vn;3,y,(~ v g’,(q)) smce f IS monotone and inflationary 
m each of its arguments 
zf$,,y,(w) 
= g?(q) 
Sme a = g:,(q) for some integer t 5 0 then c 3 Q. Hence a IS the least fixed pomt 
of f,(x) greater than or equal to w v q: 1.e , a = b. cl 
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5. Systems of equations 
In this section we return to the topic of systems of equattons introduced m Section 
3 3. Let (T,, s,, 0,) be a poset with minimum element 0,, I = 1,. . . , n. Let T = )(y=, T, 
be the product poset with mmimum element 0 = [0,, . . , O,,]. If x and y belong to 
T, then xsy iff x, s,_~,,r=l,..., n 
Consider the followmg system of equattons 
the x,,.. ,x, 
Xl =fi(x,, * - , x,1), 
(60) 
x,1 =_m,, - - 3%) . . . . 
mimmizing x1, . . . , x, 
where functions f;: T+ T,, z = 1, . , n, are computable and monotone m each of 
their parameters. System (60) can be solved by such classical methods as Jacobi 
iteration, Gauss-Seidel iteration, or Gaussian ehmmation. But m many nonnumeri- 
cal application, these approaches are not efficient. In Section 3.3 several efficient 
iterative methods were discussed (cf. Transformation 4) 
In this section we derive potenttally efficient elimination and hybrid methods. 
But before domg this, tt is interesting to note that the iterative methods of Sectton 
3.3 for solving systems of equations can be obtained by straightforward refinements 
of Transformation 1. To see this, let X = [x,, . _ , x-3 ~:.a2 F{Xj= 
Ff-.‘r I I.x‘l)i fix,,.. - - ,JU\ , x,,/j. Then specification (60) is equivalent to LFP(F) 
If LFP( F) has a 0-finite solution, and A and 6 are feasible relative to F at 0, then 
tt can be solved as follows by Transformation 1: 
x.=0 
(while 32 E A( F(X), X)) 
x .= 6(X, Z) 
end 
(61) 
5.1. Elzmznatzon method 
Now we derive an elimmation method for solving system (60). Let 
&(X1 9 . . , ~“-1) = LFP(.L(P, . , x,,), x,,). Replacing x, m the first n - 1 equations 
by g,(x,,.. , x,,-,), we get the followmg new system with n -1 equations and 
variables: 
the xl,. . , x,,_,. 
Xl =ACx,, * * * , Ll), 
. . 
X,-l =fL(x, 3 a *, x,1-,) 
. . . . 
mmlmlzmg x1, , &-I 
where 
(62) 
fi’(Xl, ..,rl-l)=f;(xl, ,&-1,&(X,, * ,&-1)). 
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It is not d,fficult to show that if n-tuple [x,, . , x,, ] is the value of expression (60), 
then (n - I)-tuple [x, . . . , x,-J is the value of (62) Moreover, if [x,, . . . , x,-J is 
the value of expression (62), then [x, . . , xn_, , g,(x, , . . , x,-,)3 is the value of (60). 
Applymg this elimmatlon step repeatedly, we will eventually get a one-equation 
system 
the x; x, =fF-‘(x,) minimizing x, 
which can be solved by Transformation 1: 
x, =o, 
(while 32~ A,(&“-‘(x,), x,)) 
Xl = 6,(x,, z) 
end 
(63) 
If B represents code block (63), then we can maintain the mvariants 
x2 = LFP(j--‘(xl, xi), xi), 
. . 
x,, = LWL (~1, * * , &-I, XLI), dl), 
w,thin B accordmg to the followmg dlfferentlal code. 
ax,(ax”_, * * - (ax,(B)) - - .). 
Transformation 8. The O-jimte solutzon of the system (60) can be computed by (64). 
The nested d,fferent,al(64) can be expanded using Transformation 1 and Theorem 
8 For example, when n = 2, (64) can be expanded mto 
x, *= 0, 
Y- =o, 
(while 32, E JL[_C, x2)) 
x2-= S,(x2, z2) 
end 
(while 32, E A,( f, , x,)) 
XI := 6(x,, 2,) 
(while 3~2~ Mf2, ~2)) 
x2 = 62(x2,22) 
end 
end 
(65) 
The length of the expancltd code from Transformanon 8 grows quickly with n 
This fact hmns the use of Transformation 8 as the main transformation scheme for 
system (60) However, a hybrid transformanon, discussed m the next section, 
overcomes this problem by combmmg both the iterative method of Transformation 
4 and the ehmmation method of Transformatton 8. 
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52. Mznimzzzng the number of worksets 
Let us partition the n variables x,, I = 1,. . . , n, appearmg in the system of equatzons 
(60) into two sets 
e,={x;z=l,. .,p} and e,={x,: z=p+l,. .,n} 
By eliminating the varzables m e2 from system (60), we get a new system 
the x l,“‘, 5. 
x1 =.m, 9 - * , x/A 
. . (66) 
xr, =fJx,, - * - , xp) 
minimizing x1, . . , xP 
Applying Transformation 4 to this new system, we get the followmg program 
x,:=O,,z=l ,p ,a 
(while 3z = 1, . 9 P, 32 E A,(“C, XI)) 
x, = &(x,3 2) 
(67) 
end 
Let 
.ftXx,,..., x,-,)=LFP(J;,(x,,...,x,)) 
and 
fl(X,, e-4 x,-,)=LFP(f,‘+,(x ,,..., x,),x,), z=n-1,. .,p+l. 
By preserving invarzants 
x,=f:(xz,.. ,x,_,), z=p+l,.. , n 
within code (67), we have the followmg hybrid solution for system (60): 
a{xz?+*, - 3X”) 
(x,:=O,,z=1,. .,p 
(while 3z = 1,. . - , A 3~ E ML x J: 
x, -= WG, z) 
end) 
(68) 
(69) 
TrsGormation 9. The O-$nite solutzon of the system (60) can also be solved by (69). 
If the variables in e2 are chosen in such a way that fi does not depend on x, for 
z=p+l,..., n andj=z,z+l,..., n, then the invariants m (68) can be maintained 
without resorting to fixed point iteration. In thzs case, we save the time and space 
of maintaining the worksets A, for z =p+ 1,. . . , n. Furthermore, if (69) contains no 
occurrences of x, for some z = p + 1,. . . , n except for the modifications to x,, then 
the varzable x, need not be maintained at all (cf. vertzcal Zoopfuszon, Section 4.2). 
The set e, with the above property can be found using Algorithm 1 below. It first 
creates the dependency graph of (60) 
e={[z,j]: z,~E{l,.. , n}lf; dzrectly depends on x,} (70) 
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and then repeatedly chooses a node from e with no self-loop and merges it mto 
each of tts predecessors untti the graph IS stable. The nodes eliminated from the 
graph correspond to e2. 
Algorithm 1. 
e, ={l,.. ,n} 
e2 ={I 
e ={[ul 4_1E{l, . , n}(f; dwectly depends on x,} 
(while 3z E e, 1 z @ e{ z}) 
e, less = z 
e, with = z 
(for k E e-‘(z)) 
e less = [k, I] 
(for IE e(z)) 
e with = [k, t] 
end 
end 
(for tEe(z)) 
e less .= [I, t] 
end 
end 
Lemma 18. In Algorzthm 1, let e,, be the znztzal value of e, e: he the f;nal value of e,, 
unu’ “’ ’ cl t-2 Eh final value of e, Then the wb~tw~h c’ = {j a. h] C c,,I J, t c P:} zs acl dzc 
Proof. Let [a,, , a,,] be a (nonempty) cycle in e,. Since Algortthm 1 does not 
delete self-loops and does not break cycles, then {a,, . . , ak}n e; # { }. Thus 
{a,,. ., ar>neS#{a,, .,aI}. q 
Since no worksets are needed for the vartables m e2, we want the size of e, to 
be as small as possible But accordmg to [27], e, IS a feedback set” of e, and the 
problem of findmg the mmimum feedback set IS NP-complete. Thus, 
Theorem 19. The problem of mznzmzzmg the number of equatzons zn system (60) by 
substztutzon IS NP-complete. 
Example 20 (Grammar transformation). Let G be a context free grammar wtth 
grammar symbols V, terminals T, and start symbol a. For each production XE G, 
let Ihs(x) be the nontermmal symbol m the left-hand srde of x, and let rhs{x} be 
the set of grammar symbols appearmg m the right-hand stde of x. We can apply 
two transformations on G: 
transl(G) = LFP({xE Glrhs{x}c Tu lhs[s]}, s) 
” Gwen d grdph G( V, A), d subset V’c V IS called a feedback ser of G If every cycle m G mcludes 
at least one vertex from V’ 
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restrrcts G to all producttons that derive strmgs of termmals and 
trans2( G) = LFP({x E G 1 Zhs(x) E ({a} u rhs[s])}, s) 
restricts G to all productions that are derivable from the start symbol a 
We can find a grammar equtvalent to G, but restricted so that each production 
is derivable from the start symbol a and each nonterminal derives strings of terminals 
by first applying transl and then trans2 to G. (But not the other way around!) Thus 
the required grammar is simply trans2( tuansl(G)). Let G, = rransl( G) and G2 = 
Zrans2(G,), then Transformation 8 gtves the following program: 
G, := { } 
G,-= { I 
(while 32 E ((x E G 1 rhs [x} E ( T u Zhs[ G,])} - G,)) 
dG2(G, with = z) 
end Cl 
More complicated grammar transformations such as those used to turn a positive 
context free grammar into Greibach normal form [19] can also be expressed as 
fixed point specifications and srgnificant loop fusion of the same kind has been 
observed. 
Example 21. Consider the following mterprocedural analysis problem. Suppose we 
are given a set of procedure names prom of some input program I? For each 
procedure f, let params be the tuple of forma1 parameters of J; and let calls(f) 
be the set of call-instructions occurring within$ For each call-instruction I E cds{f}, 
let caZZed(z), which can be either a procedure name or a parameter off, be the 
procedure called by i, and let args( i) be the tuple of arguments passed in procedure 
call z. For example, suppose P contains the following procedure declaration. 
Proef(x,,...,x”) . 
end 
Then, f~ procs, params = [x, , . . . , x,], I E calls(f), caZZed( i) = g, and args( z) = 
CY , , . . . , ym]. Note that an argument m a procedure call can be a procedure name 
or a procedure parameter. 
From the above described information, we want to find: 
(a) the set pparams{f} of procedure parameters for each procedure f, 
(b) the set assoc{x,f} of procedures that at runtime might be associated with 
formal parameter x of procedure f; 
(c) the set maycaZZ{f) of procedures that might call f at runtime, 
(d) the set callsto of call instructions that might be made to procedure f at 
runtime. 
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An SQ’ spectfication of these four sets is: 
the maycall, pparams, callsto, assoc: 
maycall = {[J; calls-‘(z)]: [J; I] E calfsto}, 
pparams = {[f; x]: [x,f] E domain assoc}, 
callsto ={[caffed(i), I]. [f; i]Ecaffs~calfed(z)~procs}u 
{[g, i]: [1; z] E calls, g E assoc{calfed( z),f}}, 
assoc = -X[params(g)(j), 81, aw(z)(j)l: [g, ~1 Ecalho, 
j=l,..., #args( z) 1 args( z)(J) E procs} u 
{[[params( sl,fl: [g, 11 Ecallsto, 
j=l,..., #args(z), f e assoc{args(z)(j), calls-‘(z)}}, 
minimizing maycall, pparams, callsto, assoc 
Algorithm 1 will con nute e, = { maycaff, pparams, caffsto} and e2 = (assoc}, and appli- 
cation of Transformdlton 9 will produce the following one-pass program: 
a{ maycafl, pparams, callsto} 
(assoc .= { } 
where 
(while 3z E (f - assoc)) 
assoc with = z 
end) 
f = {KparamstgN~), 81, arss(z)(j)l: [g, il E calho, 
J=l,. #args(i)largs(z)(J)Eprocs}u 
{[[param&)( sl,f I. k, 11 E calfstw = 1, - . . , #args(zL 
f E assoc(arg.4 z)(j), calls-‘(z)}} 
6. Implementation issues 
We have presented general theorems and transformations for computing and 
recomputtng fixed points. These transformations are defined semantically in terms 
of program properties that are usually undecidable. In order to incorporate these 
transformatrons as part of an effective mechanical program development system, 
we need to define stronger syntacttcally defined decidable properties that imply 
these undecidable semantic properties Our approach, which is similar to Smtzoff’s 
method of valuations [71], is to spectfy properties using a formal system of pattern 
dtrected inducttve definitions. Definitions for the following properties are essential 
and have been Implemented wtthin RAPT’S: computable, well-typed, monotone, 
mflattonary, and finite. 
In a user-friendly implementation we would also want to use convenient 
specifications outside of SQ’ (cf. (6) or (7)) but transformable into SQ’. Some of 
these problems will be addressed in this section. 
6.1. Injfatzonary and dejatzonary 
Inflationary and deflationary conditions must be checked when we use Corollary 
2 and Theorem 8. Although these properties are undecidable, a recursive class of 
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Table 2 
Basic monotone, antlmonotone, mflatlonary, and deflationary functions 
Let s, t be sets, and let f be a map (set of paws), and let k, p be predicates 
ExpressIon Parameters that satisfy the condltlons 
Monotone Antlmonotone Inflationary Deflatlonary 
XES 
Y Ef{XI 
fIxI 
f[sl 
f-’ 
domain f 
range f 
#S 
Ix E s 1 k(x)) 
snt 
s-t 
sut 
sxt 
3xEsIk(x) 
VxEsIk(x) 
lk 
k and p 
k orp 
S 
I 
sandf 
: 
f 
S 
s and k 
s and t 
S 
s and t 
s and t 
s and k 
k 
k and p 
k and p 
t 
s and t 
S 
s and t 
S 
I 
k and p 
k and p 
inflationary and deflationary SC’ expresstons can be generated by composition 
from a predefined collection of basic inflationary and deflationary functions (see 
Table 2) by the following rules: 
inflationary 
deflationary 
inflationary 
deflationary 
inflationary 
deflationary 
and these rules can also be implemented using an S-attnbuted grammar. Note that 
the function f(s) = s v g(s) is always inflationary, and the function f(s) = s A g(s) 
is always deflationary. 
6.2. Fmteness and Jinite chain condmons 
Our transformations and theorems also frequently require conditions such as 
ACC, DCC, existence of 1, or existence of 0. These properties can be provided in 
or deduced from data type declarations. For example, ACC and DCC are implied 
by a finite poset; the existence of 0 is implied by a UFD lattice. 
Transformation 2 may require the condition #range(g) < 00. This condition holds 
if g is any subset of a set theoretical expression involving only 0, 1, and input 
parameters. Compile time analysis of inclusion and membership relations have been 
studied before by Schwartz [6g, 671. 
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6.3 Monotone and antlmonotone 
Although monotomcity IS undectdable [32], in practice we can recognize a large 
subclass of computable monotone and anttmonotone functions as described below. 
(4 
(b) 
(c) 
(4 
Define basic computable monotone and anttmonotone functions as are shown 
m Table 2 
If we know whether two functtons f and g are monotone or antimonotone, 
then we can determme whether their composnion fo g is monotone or anti- 
monotone by the followmg table. 
J g fog 
monotone 
antimonotone 
monotone 
antlmonotone 
monotone 
monotone 
antimonotone 
antimonotone 
monotone 
antfmonotone 
antimonotone 
monotone 
If f(x, v) 1s monotone in each of Its parameters x and y, then the function 
g(x) = f(x, x) 1s monotone m x, iff(x, y) is antrmonotone m each parameter 
x and y, then the functron k(x) =f(x, x) IS antimonotone in x 
If f(x, y) IS a functron with a finite range, IS monotone in each parameter x 
and y, and IS mflationary m x, then the functrons g( w, y) = LFP, (.f(x, y), x) 
and h( w, y) = GFP, (f(x, y), x) are monotone m w and y and hnve finite 
ranges 
The precedmg rules define a decidable sublanguage of computable monotone 
(respectively anttmonotone) SQ’ functrons, which we call posltwe (respectively 
negatwe) functions that can be recogmzed, say, by an S-attributed attribute grammar 
(see [4]) For example, the SQ’ functton 
f(x)=s-(t-x) 
1s recognized as positive, because It is the compositton of two negative basic functtons 
f 1 (e) = P - e and f2( x) = t - x But the monotone functron 
j-(x)=x-(xns) 
IS not, because we have no rules for the difference of two positive functions. 
We are currently developing a transformational programming system in which 
these and other propertres defined by mducttve definitions are implemented Our 
results wdl be reported rn a subsequent paper. 
6 4 Equational form 
We have mentioned problem specifications that can somettmes be expressed more 
convemently outstde of SQ’ in etther of the two forms: 
the s: 0 G s ( k(s) minimizing s (71) 
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the s: 12 s 1 k(s) maximizing s (72) 
Before any of our fixed point transformatrons can be applied, we must first transform 
k(s) mto an equivalent equational form 
s =f(s) 
in which f is monotone We have no general method to do this, but the followmg 
transformations have proved to be very useful: 
(a) the s: Vx E s 1 k(x) maximizing s+GFP( P -{x E s lnot k(x)}, s), 
(b) the s {xEsIk(x)}={} maximizing s*GFP(s -{x E s 1 k(x)}, s), 
(c) f(s)~s~s=svf(s), 
(d) s ~f(s)Js = s l\f(s); 
(e) negation elimination and De Morgan’s rules 
Other useful rules for deriving normal form specifications for (71) and (72) Include: 
(a) the s: s~Ols=f(s) and s=g(s) minimizing s 
e 
LFP(h,(s) v k(s), s) 
($ 
LFP( h2 0 h,) 
e 
LFP( h, 0 h,) 
where h,(x) = LFP, y(f) and h,(x) = LFP,,,(g). 
(b) the s: s 2 0 I s =f( s) or s = g(s) minimizing s 
e 
the s: s = min(LFP(f), LFP(g)) 
where we assume that both LFP(f) and LFP(g) are defined. 
(c) the s, f: s 5 U, t 3 0 I s =f( t) and t = g(s) minimizing s, t 
a 
LFPsJfkW), s) 
(d) the s: s 2 z+ and s 2 v2 I s =f(s) minimizing s 
e 
LFP~,,,w,(f) 
The above rules are merely a preliminary ad hoc collection 
7. Conclusion 
7.1. A survey of related work 
Earher in the paper the important connection between fixed pomt computation 
and global program optimization was mentioned More recently, fixed point compu- 
tation has also had a strong impact on relational databases. In 1979 Aho and Ullman 
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[2] noted that Codd’s Relattonal Calculus is unable to express transitive closure, 
and they suggested extending Relational Calculus with fixed point operators Their 
paper triggered an extensive study mto the expressive power of languages with fixed 
point constructs. 
In the theoretical direction logicians have made rapid progress. In 1982, Immerman 
[39] and Vardt [79] proved that, in the presence of a linear order (s), every relational 
query computable by a Turing machine in polynomtal time with respect to the size 
of its input is expressible in first order logic (FO) extended with a least fixed point 
operator (LFP). Conversely, every FO(s) +LFP query IS computable by a Turing 
machine in polynomial time with respect to the cardinahty of the given structure. 
Immerman also showed that any query expressible with nested fixed points can be 
expressed with a single least fixed point application. 
One problem is that fixed point operations can be computed most easily for 
monotone formula, but monotomctty is undecidable [32]. Also, not every formula 
monotone in its parameter P is equivalent to a formula positive in P [S]. Since 
posittvity IS decidable, tt 1s fortunate that Gurevich and Shelah [34] proved that, 
for every monotone formula $, there is a positive formula $I’ such that + and $’ 
have the same least fixed point 
In the pragmatic direction, database researchers have been looking for efficient 
ways of computing the least fixed point defined by a set of recursive logical queries. 
They dll noticed that the repeated computation of expensive expressions in the fixed 
point iteration IS one of the mam sources of mefficrency. Numerous strategies have 
been proposed to solve this problem. 
In 1981, McKay and Shapiro [47] presented a rule-based inference system that 
can handle recursive rules. In their system, queries are implemented as processes 
representing nodes m a graph wrth edges reflecting producer-consumer relationships 
between processes Each process consumes mformation from its child processes 
and produces mformation to its parent processes until the whole system reaches a 
fixed point No data is transmitted more than once along the same path. While their 
method is AI oriented, then one-element-at-a-time strategy is quite close to the 
prmctple of our finite dtfferencmg 
In 1984, Henschen and Naqvt [37] suggested that a recursive query could be 
expanded into a set of nonrecursive ones that could be evaluated iteratively. The 
expansion terminates when no more solutrons are found Then method works well 
when the query dependency graph forms a single cycle, but m more general situations 
the control structures of the generated programs would be very complicated. In 
1986, Naughton [50] showed that under some conditions, this expansion can be 
done at compile time. 
In 1985, Ullman [78] presented a more general approach. Instead of finding a 
single solution, he suggested the use of different strategies (capture rules) for different 
queries This idea 1s fully developed m the design of NAIL! [48]. One interesting 
strategy used m NAIL! is to divide the whole system of queries into subsystems, 
with each subsystem correspondmg to a strongly connected component in the 
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dependency graph. These subsystems are solved one by one m a topologrc order. 
This strategy further reduces the number of worksets. 
In 1987, Kyu-Young Whang [Sl] mtroduced a rudimentary form of fixed pomt 
iteration together with finite dtfferencing to evaluate recursive logic queries 
efficiently. He notice that when this technique is applied to linear recursive queries, 
a one-pass algorithm can be obtained. In the same article, he also raised the question 
of minimrzmg the number of worksets. 
7.2. Future work and conclusions 
Although much work remains to be done before we can say how useful our fixed 
point transformations are in practice, we have presented numerous examples where 
they could be applied effectively to nontrivial problems, specified conveniently in 
SQ’. Besides the examples presented here, we have also shown that a significant 
fragment of an optimizing comprler [ 1 l] and even the problem of planarity testmg 
[lo] are amenable to our transformational methodology. 
Several open problems and further research arise from this work. We mention 
some of these briefly below: 
(1) Are there more general conditions under which the least and greatest fixed 
points can be recomputed efficiently? 
(2) Can our previous work characterizing a class of linear time set theoretic fixed 
point expressions [ 1 1] be generalized to fixed points over more general lattices 
and semilattices? 
(3) Can our transformations be used to implement Prolog queries efficiently? 
(4) Can they be applied to implement cucular attribute grammars efficiently along 
the lines of Farrow [24]? 
Conventional software development methodology can be derived from the follow- 
ing informal schema: 
(iterate to convergence) 
problem formulation, 
algorithm design, 
programming, 
debugging. 
end 
Problem formulation and algorithm design involve the most conceptual work, and 
programming and debugging are the most tedious. We have shown in this paper 
rudimentary theoretical underpinnings for a computer assisted program development 
system in which low level debugging is unnecessary, programming is highly sim- 
plified, algorithm design 1s facilitated by a small collection of powerful transforma- 
tions, and the major effort is in problem specification (where errors car still be 
introduced). 
Backus [6] has criticized conventtonal programming languages for “their close 
coupling of semantics to state transitions, their division of programming into a 
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world of expressrons and a world of statements, their rnabihty to effecttvely use 
powerful combinmg forms for burldmg new programs from existing ones, and their 
lack of useful mathematrcal propertres for reasoning about programs”. We hope 
that our approach can overcome some of these weaknesses 
Appendix A. Turing machine simulation 
In 1982, Immerman [39] and Vardr [79] proved that every relattonal query over 
a fimte hnearly ordered set D and computable by a Turing machine m polynomral 
time with respect to the cardmahty of D 1s expressible in first order logic extended 
with a least fixed point operator Papadimitriou [59] proved snnilar results for 
Prolog The followmg theorem indicates the expressrve power of SQ’. 
Theorem 20. Every partrally computable functron f. N + N over the natural numbers 
N can be expressed m SQ’ 
Proof. Let f(n) be any partially computable functron. Then there is a determimsttc 
Turing machine TM that inputs the string 1” and outputs the strmg 1~“) If f( n) is 
defined, and ~111 never stop otherwise. From this machine, we can construct an 
SQ’ expresston for f( n) as follows 
We assume that TM has a finite, but ever-growing tape that nutially contains only 
the input m the form of n l’s with one blank cell at each end. After each move of 
the read-write head, the tape grows by one blank cell at its right end Note that thts 
tape is equrvalent to a one-way infinite tape [19] 
We represent the next-move function 6 of TM as a set of qumtuples of the form: 
Es,, 4, sh, +L el or h, s,, sh, -1,sd 
The first quintuple srgmfies that when the machtne is m state q, scannmg s, tt wrll 
print s,, and then move to the right going into state qr. The second quintuple IS the 
same, except that the motion 1s to the left 
We use a 6-tuple [t, I, d, q, h, c] to represent the fact that the content of cell I is 
d Just before step t of the computatron, when the machine is in state q, and the 
read-write head is scannmg cell II with content c We use a set camp to collect all 
the 6-tuples for all tape cells and all computatron steps starting from the initral 
state. Then camp IS finite If and only if f(n) IS defined. Let D be the alphabet of 
TM, and Q be the set of states of TM 
Now we discuss what should be contained m camp. 
(1) Just before the computation (at step 0), the machine ts in state 0, the head 
IS scannmg cell 0, which contains a blank (B), and cells 1 through n of the 
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tape contains 1’s. The last cell (cell n + 1) IS blank. Therefore, the set 
A(n) = {[O, O,B, O,O, Bl, 10, n + 1,4 (~0, WI 
u{[O,z,1,0,O,B] I=1 ,...) n) 
must be a subset of camp. 
(2) If camp contains a 6-tuple for the cell I at step t, it must also contain a 6-tuple 
for cell z at step t + 1 if t is not the last step. So camp must also contam the 
following set. 
B(comp) 
~~t+l,~,d,q’,h+e,c’]:[t,z,d,q,h,c],~t,x,c’,q,h,c]~comp, 
[q,c,s,e,q’]E6jz#handx=h+eandOsx} 
u{[t+l,h,s,q’,h+e,c’] [t,x,c’,q,h,c]Ecomp,[q,c,s,e,q’]ES 
Ix=h+e and OSX} 
(3) Since the tape grows by one blank cell after each step of the computation, 
camp must also contain the following set 
C(n,comp)={[t, n+t+l,B,q, h, c]. [t, z,d,q, h, c]Ecomp}. 
Nothing else will be contamed in camp 
When the computation stops, the state q of the machme and the symbol d scanned 
by the head must satisfy the following conditton: 
V[ql,dl,d2,e,q2]ESI(ql=q+dlfd) 
from whtch the output F, whrch IS the smgleton set contamingf( n), can be obtained 
F=#{z [t,z,x,q,h,d]EcompIx=l 
and (V[ql,dl,d2,e,q2]ESl(ql=q+dlfd))} 
Thus, the required SQ’ specification for f( n) IS, 
the camp, F: 
camp = A( rz) u B( camp) u C( n, camp) 
F=#{z:[t,z,l,q,k,d]~comp~ 
V[ql,dl,d2,e,q2]EGl(ql=q+dlfd)} 
minimizing camp, F 
output F 
Specrficatron (73) has a fimte solutron if and only tf TM halts. Cl 
(73) 
In [39], almost the same argument IS used to prove that all polynomtal time 
computable relational queries can be expressed in FO( 2) + LFP. The mam dtfference 
IS that the arithmetic operation x + 1 m FO( 2) + LFP IS restricted to a range whose 
size IS polynomtal to the size of the input domain. It is this restriction that prevents 
FO( Z) + LFP from simulating a Turing machme that stops m more than a polynomtal 
number of steps. 
Since Gurevich [32] has shown that monotomcity 1s undecidable, we cannot 
provide ar operational semantics for SQ’. However, we can provide operational 
semantics for a subset of SQ’ called SQl’ in which any expression LFP,,,(f) 
(respectively, GFP, ,, (f)) requrres that function f must be positive and inflationary 
(respectively, deflationary) at w (cf. Section 6.3 for how positive and inflationary 
functions can be defined). We can then define the meanmg of expressions LFP,,, (f) 
and GFP, Il(f) to be the final value of s computed by the following code. 
S’= w 
(while f(s) f s) 
s =f(s) 
end 
Corollaq 21. Every partially computable function f N + N can be expressed in Sol’. 
Proof. By the rules in Sectron 6 3 we can recognize that the right-hand side of both 
equations in (73) are posrtrve SQ expressions monotone m camp and F and 
inflationary at the empty sets Cl 
With a more sophisticated encoding scheme for the input and output, we can 
generalize the preceding corollary to set valued functions: 
Corollary 22. Let f. D, x - - x D,, + D, be a partially computable functron, where 
D,, , D,,, D, are setc of jinrte sets of natural numbers. Then f(x, , . . . , x,,) can be 
expressed m SQl’ wrth at most one LFP operation. 
Further generalization to functions over the full range of SQ’ datatypes 1s 
straightforward. 
The fact that SQl’ can specify a Turing machme itself gives rise to another 
undecidable problem. 
Corollary 23. 77ze problem of whether a posltlve znflatronary SQ functron has a jinrte 
fixed pomt IS undecidable m general 
Proof. Otherwise, we could solve the halting problem for Turing machines by 
translating Turing machines mto SQl’ specifications •i 
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